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FOREWORD

These Proceedings constitute a written record of the Conference on Nuclear 

Structure at the Limits held at Argonne on July 22-26,1996. The Conference was 

attended by 197 scientists including 90 from abroad. The program sessions were 

characterized by very lively and spirited discussions. There was a general feeling 

among the participants that the nuclear structure field is in a healthy state right 

now. From the comments received from the attendees we feel that the conference 

achieved its aim of reviewing the status of nuclear structure physics while 

stimulating new ideas.

We express our thanks to the members of the advisory committee for their 

suggestions concerning the program. We also thank the participants for making the 

conference successful. The assistance of Jeannie Glover and Colleen Tobolic in 

handling the many secretarial duties before and during the conference is greatly 

appreciated.

The Organizing Committee
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Discrete-Line Transitions from Superdeformed 

to Yrast States in 194Hg and 192Hg

G. Hackman/*^ T.L. Khoo,(a) D. Ackerm ann,A . Lopez-Martens/b) M.P. Carpenter/*) 
T. Lauritsen,^ S. Agarwala,^ I. Ahmad,^ H. Amro/1* D.J. Blumenthal 

I. CaJderin.W T. Dftesing/6) S.M. Fischer/"* F. Hannachi,^ R.V.F. Janssens/**
A. Korichi/a> I.Y. Lee/*> A.O. M acchiavelli,E.F. Moore,^ D. Nisius,to and J. Young<*'

to^ryonne National Laboratory, 9700 S. Cast Ave., Argonne, 1L 69439, U.S.A.
(b) C.S.N.S.M., IN2P3-CNRS, bat 104-108, 01405 Ortay, France 

W Niels Bohr Institute, DK-Z100 Copenhagen 0, Denmark 
W I.P.N., bat 104, 91405 Ortay, Fbanee 

^Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Berkeley, CA 94720, U.S.A.
W North Carolina State University, Raleigh, NC 27965, U.S.A.

Discrete-line 7-ray dccay from superdeformed (SD) to yrast states in l94,19JHg has been 

studied with the Gammasphere spectrometer. The previously established decay for the yrast SD 
band of 194Hg has been characterized further. In addition, one-step decays have been observed 

for 194Hg SD band 3, which fixes the excitation energy and spin of the last observed level af this 
band at B* *  7.455 MeV, J  “  llf i.  So far no direct decays from superdefonned to yrrst states 

have been observed in l92Hg or in 134Hg band 2, a result which in consistent with fluctuations 

of the transition strengths.

High-spin superdeformed (SD) bands have 
been known for some time now [1] , and a 
considerable effort has been devoted to under
standing their many fascinating properties, e.g. 
the exact nature of excited bands and the phys
ical origin of the identical bands phenomenon. 
Progress on these fronts has in the past been 
impeded by the fact that the spins and ex
citation energies of these SD  bands could not 
be measured by traditional discrete-line 7 spec
ie oscopy, i.e. by the straightforward application 
of coincidence relationships and energy differences 
(the Ritz principle) to deduce with confidence a 
level scheme. At the point of decay-out, the 
lowest members of the SD  bands are located 
at very high excitation energies relative to the 
yrast line. The coupling to excited “normal- 
deformed" (ND) states is very weak, but once 
tbc wave function picks up a small component 
of the hot ND  states, the dccay can proceed 
via a multitude of paths which are difficult to 
resolve. The branching ratio for a primary 7 
decay directly from a SD  state to a ND  yrast or 
near-yrast level is very small, and until recently, 
the ever-evolving 7-ray spectroscopy arrays sim
ply did not have the sensitivity to detect these 
primary oecays. Early attempts to measure the

spins and excitation energies of SD  bands [2-4] 
did not or could not use coincidence and Ritz 
principle information, and therefore were not fully 
satisfactory.

Recently, a network of primary decays from 
194Hg SD  band 1 to yrast states [5] was ob
served. Shortly thereafter, experiments on 194Pb [6] 
revealed a network comprising both “one-step” 
primary decays from SD  to yrast levels and “two- 
step” decays, that is, primary decays to non-yrast 
ND  states where the deexdtations from these 
previously unknown ND  states to the yTast line 
were also observed.

Clearly, the third-generation 7-ray detector 
arrays have reached one of their most important 
milestones; they have the sensitivity to measure 
the spin and excitation energies of SD states di
rectly through traditional discrete-line spectroscopy 
methods. Two new Gamm?sphere experiments 
have been undertaken to search for the one-step 
decays from SD  bands 2 and 3 of 194Hg, and 
band 1 of 192Hg. The main motivation behind 
these experiments lies in the fascinating, and always 
controversial, problem of identical bands: one of the 
excited bands of 194Hg (band 3) is isospectral with 
192Hg band 1, that is, the in-band 7 rays have the 
same energy. Determining the spins and parities
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of these two bands would constrain the possible 
explanations for identical bands, for example, by 
ascertaining whether or not states emitting 7  rays 
of the same energy also have the same spin and 
parity. Furthermore, measuring the excitation 
energies of bands 2 and 3 in 194Hg would lend further 
insight into the nature of these excitations, namely 
whether they are two-quasipartide excitations or 
whether they pertain to octupole vibrations or 
some other collective excitation mode. Finally, by 
better characterising the one-step decay network for 
band 1 (including measurements of the transition 
probabilities), it was hoped to gain insight about 
the nature of the fluctuations in transition intensity.

At the time of the experiments, Gammasphere 
comprised 85 high-purity germanium detectors. 
The reactions employed were 150Nd(48Ca,4n)l94Hg 
at £b««n=202 MeV and 160Gd(36S,4n)lwHg at 
.Et̂ Tni=160 MeV. In both cases, the targets were 
backed with a ~  15 rog/cma Au layer. The first, 
highest-spin transitions in the SD  cascade were 
emitted while tlie recoiling Hg nucleus was in flight. 
In contrast, the lowest transitions in the band were 
emitted from a fully stopped nucleus, as were all of 
the normal deformed lines following the decay-out. 
This provided a distinctive signature for primary 
decay 7 rays; they also had to be fully stopped and 
their peaks had to be sharp.

The sum of double-gated 7-7-7  coincidence 
spectra of band 1 of I94Hg and 192Hg are shewn 
in Figure 1, which demonstrates the quality of 
the data. Most of the analyses have been done 
with triple-coincidence events. For the high-energy 
primary transitions, this yields the best tradeoff 
between statistics and background, and therefore 
the best sensitivity.

In the new data on 194Hg, the previously- 
reported [6]4485,4195 and 3489 keV lines associated 
with the primary decay of SD  states, as well as their 
coincidencc relationships with intraband St) and 
yrast transitions, are spectacularly reproduced. In 
addition, two more primary transitions have been 
added to the decay scheme; a 3942 keV “one-step” 
decay from the 12+ SD  state to the 13" N D  state, 
and a 3565 keV transition which de-cxcitcs the 10+ 
SD  state. The level fed by the latter transition 
should be highly aon-yrast, and there is evidence 
in the coincidence spectrum for a 919 keV decay to 
the 9 " yrast state which completes this “two-step” 
path.

For three primary transitions, angular distri
butions have been measured and A^/Aq coefficients 
extracted. (See Figure 2.) The new data show with 
much greater confidence that the A2 /A0 coefficient

100 200 360 4M sSo So t5o So

F igure  1: Sums of double-gated coincidence
spectra on l92Hg band 1 (gray) and ,04Hg band 
1 (black). Top panel: low-energy portion of both 
spectTa, overlaid, showing the SD  band members. 
Note that the higher-energy transitions of the SD 
band become broadened due to Doppler shift. 
Middle and bottom panels: High-energy portion 
of these spectra in the range where one-step decays 
would be expected.

of the 4485 keV line is negative and consistent 
with stretched or anti-strctched dipole radiation. 
The measured A^/Aq values for the 3489 and 
4195 keV transitions also favour the same multi pete 
character. Furthermore, the coefficients all rule out 
the possibility of stretched quadrupole transitions 
or dipole transitions with a spin change of 0. All 
of these results are fully consistent with the spin 
assigments given previously. Dipole transition* are 
more likely E l in nature than M l, since neutron 
capture data [7] show that the transition rate for 
the former should be five times that of the latter.

For 194Hg band 3, which is isospectral to 19aHg 
band 1, two 7 rays with energies of 4980 and 
5032 keV have been assigned as one-6tep primary 
transitions de-exciting the SD band. Figure 3 
shows how these transitions have been placed. In 
the top-left coincidence spectrum, which is the sum
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Figure 2: Top left panel: angular distribution 
and best polynomial fit for the 4485 keV primary 
transition. Bottom right panel: extracted AifAo 
coefficients for the three strongest primary transi
tions associated with 1#4H g S D  band 1, compared 
with expected values for indicated multipolarities 
and spin-changes.

of double-gates where one of the gating transitions 
was always the last transition observed in the band, 
both primary lines are present, indicating they must 
both be emitted from the bottom of the band. In 
the coinddcnce spectrum where one gate is part 
of the SD band and the second gate is either of 
the primary lines, there is clear evidence for the 
7  rays associated with the poaitive-parity ground 
state band. Finally, the difference in measured 7-ray 
energies between these two prim ary lines, 52±2 keV, 
corresponds to the energy diifcrcncc bctwen the 12+ 
and 10+ levels. Based on this evidence the level 
scheme shown in Figure 3 is proposed, and the last 
observed state of band 3 is assigned as J* =  11"  at 
an excitation energy of 7.455 M cV. Here again, the 
parity is expected on the basis of relative E l /Ml 
strengths seen in neutron capture. The measured 
angular distribution of the 4980 keV primary line 
yields a negative j4j coefficient, consistent with an 
anti-stretched dipole character.

Knowing the spins and excitation energies of 
both 1MHg SD bands 1 and 3, we can calculate 
the experimental routhians e' in the prescription 
of Bengston and Frauendorf [8] . The Harris

0 50 100 150

Angle (Degrees)

F igu re  3: Details of the primary transitions of 
band 3. Top left: spectrum gated once on the 
262 keV SD  transition and once on the remaining 
members of the SD  band. Top right: spectriu.i 
gated once on all SD  transitions and once on the 
primary transitions. Bottom left: proposed level 
scheme. Bottom right: angular distribution and 
best polynomial (it for the 4980 keV 7  ray.

parameters have been adjusted to match the 
dynamic moment of band 1, and the results 
are shown in Figure 4. If the routhians are 
extrapolated to zero rotational frequency, their 
difference is about Ae{, =  0.8 M eV. Any model 
of the band 3 excitation, whether collective (e.g. 
octupole phonon) or quasiparticle, must account for 
this energy. For example, it has been proposed [9] 
that the lowest excitations in the even—Hg SD well 
arc octupole vibrations, and the calculated routhians 
for the K  =  2 octupole component yield slopes 
which compare favourably to the experimental data, 
although the excitation energy Ae<j =  1.1 MeV is a 
bit too high. B y  contrast, if band 3 is interpreted 
as a two-quasiparticle excitation [10] , then in a 
simple B C S  picture, this places a n  upper limit 
of 0.4 MeV on the pairing gap at zero rotational 
frequency, compared to neutron pairing gaps of 
typically ~  0.8 MeV adopted for such calculations
[11] . (It should be noted that a self-consistent 
solution to a two-quasiparticle system could yield 
Ac '0 <  2Abcs-) Clearly there is a need for more
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Figure  4: Upper panel, routhians for m Hg bands 
1 and 3. Lower panel, difference in spin projection 
/, between m Hg band 3 and its isospcctral partner 
,9,Hg band 1.

detailed theoretical predictions [e.g. crossover M l 
strengths for bands 2 and 3 and intraband E l 
strength to band 1) before the exact nature of the 
excitation leading to band 3 can be determined.

As presented above, band 3 has odd spin and 
negative parity. Since band 1 of 19,Hg is believed 
to be the vacuum SD band and, hence, should have 
even spin and positive parity, one may conclude that 
states emitting 7 rays of the same energy do not 
necessarily have the same spin and parity. Another 
way of looking at this feature is to project the spins 
onto the rotation axis and look at the difference 
between 194Hg band 3 and 193Hg band 1. This is 
presented in Figure 4; it is clear that at high w, 
states with the same rotational frequency, rmd hence 
emitting 7 rays with the same energies, hwe one 
extra unit of projected spin in 194Hg band 0 than 
l92Hg band 1.

Itis believed that the states in 192Hg SD  band 
1 almost certainly have even spin and positive 
parity. Nevertheless, it is essential to confirm this 
expectation through the detection of the primary 
decays. Figure 1 shows that data of comparable 
quality were accumulated for bands 1 in both l92Hg 
and ,94Hg. Assuming that the SD  bands in these 
nuclei have roughly the same excitation energy, 
then all other things being equal, it would seem 
reasonable to expect to see primary decays from the

m Hg SD  to normal states with the mum quality as 
was seen in 194Hg. Yet, the high-energy portion of 
the spectrum, where the lMHg one-step transition? 
are expected, is remarkably free of *ny salient 
candidates. In fact, out of all of the peak-like 
fluctuations in the spectrum, only a line at 3117 
keV near the low end of the spectrum has been very 
tentitatively placed as the first component of a two* 
step cascade to the yrast line, where one possible 
candidate for a second step is a 696 keV transition 
to the 10+ N D  state. With this information it is not 
possible to make any statements regarding the 3pin 
or parity of this band, but the analysis is on-going. 
It should be noted that for ,MHg band 2, which is 
likely to be a signature partner to band 3 (based on 
the transition energies of one being midway between 
those of the other), no respectable candidates for a 
network of primary decays could be observed, even 
though the expected energies are known.

Reduced transition probabilities for the ob
served primary transitions were calculated and 
tabulated (see Table 1). It was assumed that 
the transition quadrupole moment of the low-spin 
members of the SD band is the same as that 
measured recently by Moore el al. [12] at higher 
spin. These primary transitions are extremely 
retarded, for example the two transitions from the 
12+ state of band 1, have values of about 10~® of a 
Weisskopf unit.

There are fluctuations in the strengths of the 
primary 7  rays from the SD levels, which can be 
understood in the following manner. A  SD state 
exists in a sea of highly excited normal states 
(ND*). These ND* states are complex, much like 
the compound states populated in neutron capture. 
The SD  band mixes with one or two of the nearesl- 
lying N D * states, i.e. its wave function acquires a 
small admixture of this ND state,

I®) as |SD) +  or|ND*).

The decay then occurs due to this admixed 
component, t.e.

(ND|M|¥) ~  o{ND|//f|ND*).

If the N D * states are indeed compound states, 
then they should not be charactarized by any 
quantum numbers apart from spin and parity, 
and the transition strengths |(.M)|2 of primary 
decays should exhibit the same Porter-Thomas 
fluctuations as seen in neutron capture. At the 
current sensitivity levels, this would be manifest 
in observing the one-step decays only when one is 
fortunate enough to select a case which samples the 
high-strength portion of the distribution.



Band,
Qo(eb) (keV) -+J7

/■>//»
(*)

fl(El)
(W.u.)

fl(M l)
(W.u.)

Band 1, 
18.4 ±1.1

3489
3&65
3942
4195
4485

12+-+13" 
10+-4 ? 
10+-»11“ 
12+-+11“ 
10+-+9-

1.2(1)
0.5(1)
0.3(1)
0.8(1)
1.0(1)

2.8(3) x 10_*
<  8x 10"7
< 8x 10"7 

l.i(3)xl0“*
< 4 x l0 “ 7

<  9x10“*

(3710)
(4076)
(4305)
(4408)

12+->12-
10+-»10“
10+-U 0+
12+ -H 2+

< 0.2
< 4xl0~*

< 3 x l0 “T

1
w Hg 
Band 3 

17.7 ±1.4

4980
S032

li<->-»l2+ 
11<“>—*>10+

3.7(8)
2.0(6)

<  2x 10“ 7 
< lx  10-7

< 2x 10“*
<  1x 10“*

Table 1 : Reduced transition rate* for 194Hg SD  decay-out primary transitions.

In 1#aHg, only one primary transition can be 
tentatively placed as part of a two-step decay. 
184Hg band 1 exhibits a robust network of strong 
one-step transitions to the yrast line. Id l94Hg 
band 2, there are no reputable candidates for 
primary decays, and band 3 has two one-step decays 
directly to the yrast line. Clearly the primary 
decays are governed by some form of transition 
strength fluctuation, although whether it has a 
Porter-Thomas distribution is an open question 
which we hope to answer in the near future.

One interesting observation is that in the decay 
<f ,94Hg band 1, four dipole transitions with 
A J =  ± lJ i are observed. However, there was no 
evidence for A  J  =  0 transitions to yrast states, with 
or without a parity change. The non-observation of 
the A  J  =  0 transitions may hint at the persistence 
of some quantum number (beyond spin and parity) 
in the ND* states at excitations of ~  4.3 MeV above 
yrast. It is interesting to note that the Clebsch- 
Gordon coefficient (J, 0; l,0jj,0) is identically 0 for 
all J. One might expect this to be relevant, for 
example, U> K  =  0 components in the intrinsic 
frame. SD  band 1 is very likely a K =  0 band, 
and one might speculate that if it coupled only to 
the K  =  0 components of the hot ND* states, and 
if in turn the ncar-yrast states are mostly K =  0, 
then dipole transitions with no spin chai ge might 
be suppressed.

In conclusion, a new study of the primary 
decays of the SD  states of 194Hg has shown that

the level fed by the 262 keV transition of band 
3 is a J * m 11“ state at an excitation energy of 
7.455 MeV. This gives band 3 an excitation energy 
of ~  0.8 MeV relative to band 1 at sero rotational 
frequency. The spins of the states in band 3 arc 
likely 1/i higher than those in X9SHg band 1 that 
emit 7 r&ys of the same energy. The transition 
rates for the primary transitions are very retarded, 
typically 10~® Weisskopf units.
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Abstract

The EUR.OG AM array ha* been used to investigate the decay out of the yrast su
perdeformed (SD) band in l94Pb. Eigth single step decays from the lowest observed 
SD states to low-lying states at normal deformation (ND) have been identified.
From  this observation, the excitation energy (4877 ±  1.5 keV) and the spin (6+ ) of 
the lowest observed SD  state in 194Pb are established.

Superdeformation in lead nuclei was first discovered in 1990 in two independent experi

ments, using respectively the Osiris array in Berlin and the Hera array at LBL [1,2]. The 

yrast SD band in 194Pb was found as a sequence of 1 2  transitions with energies ranging 

between 169 keV and 602 keV and an intensity of 1 % relative to the the 2+ - 0+ 965 

keV transition. The survival of the SD band down to very low rotational frequency (and 

therefore low spin) and the substantial intensity of the band together with the fact that 

the level density in the first well of this nucleus is reduced due to the close proton shell 

Z=82 already indicated that this nucleus should be a good candidate to investigate the 

decay out of the SD band. Several attempts have been made in order to find the linking 

transitions between the superdeformed (SD) and the normally deformed (ND) states in 

this nucleus [3, 4, 5]. On figure 1  are shown the results of a comparative study of the 

decay-out spectra of the 192Hg and 194Pb yrast SD bands, using the fluctuation analysis 

method [6 , 7]. The data were obtained with the Eurogaxnl array which consisted of 45 

compton suppressed Ge detectors [9, 10]. Excited states in 192Hg and 194Pb were pop

ulated in the 160Gd(36S,4n) aud 184W ( 160 ,6 n ) reactions at beam energies of 159 MeV 

and 113 MeV respectively. The beam was provided by the 20 MV tandem Van de Graaff 

accelerator of the Nuclear Structure Facility at Daresbury Laboratory. The targets con

sisted of 1 mg/cm2 of lkSGd (enriched to 98.7% ) deposited on a 10 mg/cm2 gold backing



in the 1B2Hg experiment and of two stacked 325 fig/cm3 enriched 1,4  W deposited on 10 

fig/cm7 Carbon backing in the m Pb experiment. Two data sets consisting of 660 x 10* 

( lMHg) and 800 x 1 0 # events ( 1#4Pb) were recorded on tape with the requirement that 

at least 5 unsuppressed Ge detectors fixed in prompt coincidence. The th/pi fluctuation 

spectra obtained for 1MHg and 184Pb in the 1 to 3 MeV transition energy region are shown 

in the bottom of figure 1 , in comparison to the intensities of the discrete peaks which we 

proposed as possible decay out transitions (top part of figure 1). As one can see, strong 

fluctuations were observed in the case of m Pb which were correlated with the measured 

discrete peak intensities, while in the 1MHg, not only was the fluctuation spectrum more 

smooth and closer to the statistical limit, but also the measured peak intensities were 

weaker, which indicates a higher degree of fragmentation in the statistical decay. This 

provided strong indications that a search for discrete linking transitions would be more 

promising in m Pb than in 1MHg.

N

J
*5
cc
£
K*«
0
c.

Figure 1: The top part of the figure shows the intensities of the lines proposed as decay 

out transitions in the 1 to 3 MeV region, normalized to 100% in the SD band plateau 

region, for both 194Pb (left part) and l92Hg (right part). The bottom of the figure shows 

the Hz/fii fluctuation spectra calculated on basis of triple SD gated spectra.

We have recently investigated again the deexdtation of the SD band in 194Pb using the 

Eurogam2 array in similar experimental conditions ( same target, beam and beam energy). 

Eurogam2 consists of 54 Compton-suppressed Ge detectors. Thirty of these are 73 % 

efficiency coaxial Ge detectors located in the forward and backward hemispheres, and 24 

are clover detectors located in two rings near 90 degrees relative to the beam direction 

[11, 12]. The higher statistics collected in this experiment (IQ9 triple and higher-fold 

events ) has allowed the identification of some high energy transitions connecting the SD
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states to the ND states of the first well in 19<Pb. These are visible around =  2.5 MeV 

in figure 2 .

Transition energy (keV)

Figure 2 : Background subtracted triple SD gated spectrum of the yrast SD band of lMPb 

showing the high energy transitions directly connecting the SD and the ND levels. The 

background is a fraction of the corresponding double SD gated spectrum.

Their concidence relationships establish the level scheme presented in figure 3 for the 

deexcitation of the yrast SD band [13].

The excitation energy of the last observed SD state is measured for the first time as 

4877 keV ±  1.5 keV and its spin is uniquely determined to be 6 h. This is in very good 

agreement with the theoretical predictions [14, 15]. The SD band decay is mainly of a 

statistical nature [6 , 16, 17, 18], that is, it proceeds via a quasi-continuum of transitions 

and resolved lines (for less than 15% of the SD band intensity) and both positive and 

negative parity states are populated. The transition strengths have been obtained for 

the decay transitions under the reasonable assumption of a dipole nature (it was not 

possible with the available statistics to measure their angular distributions). Assuming 

a constant quadrupole moment of 20 eb for the SD band [19], the lifetimes of the 8 + 

and 6 + SD levels can be obtained. From the branching ratios of the primary transitions, 

transition strengths ranging from 10- 8  to 5 x l0 - 8  W.u. and from 1.5xl0 - 6  to 5 .3x l0 - 6  

W.u. have been obtained assuming E l and M l transitions respectively. These represent 

highly retarded transitions and indicate very small mixing between ND states and SD 

states at the point of decay. From the in-band /  out-of-band intensity ratios, again 

assuming a constant quadruple moment in the SD band and using a standard level 

density formula together with the GDR strength function of Bartholomew et al [20], it 

has been possible to deduce the mixing of the decaying SD states with the ND states. 

The a 2 values obtained are respectively 0.0016 and 0.005 for the 8 + and 6 + SD states.
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Figure 3: Partial decay scheme of the yrast SD band in 194Pb. The precision on the new 

transitions and on the SD states energies is of the order of 1.5 keV. The intensities of the 
linking transitions are indicated in brackets (in % of the SD band intensity). The dashed 

arrows indicate tentative emplacements for the transitions.

The factor 3.2 increase of a 2 over one transition explains the sudden disappearance of the 

SD band at low rotational frequency.

In conclusion, by discovering eight high energy 7 -rays directly connecting the SD states 

to the ND states in 194Pb, the excitation energy and spins of the SD yrast states have 

been measured for the first time using the Eurogam2 array. This method, which was 

successfully used for the first time in the case of 194Hg [21], allows, 10 years after the 

discovery of superdeformation at high spin, the precise measurement of some of the most 

fundamental properties of the SD nuclei.
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The observation of one-step “primary” gamma-ray transitions directly linking the superdeformed (SD) 
states to the normal deformed (ND) low-lying states of known excitation energies (£*), spins and parities 
(Jn) is crucial to determining the Bx and J n of the SD  states. With this knowledge one can begin to address 
some of the outstanding problems associated with SD  nuclei, such as the identical band issue, and one can 
also place more stringent restrictions on theoretical calculations which predict SD  states and their properties. 
This information may also lead to a more detailed understanding of the SD  de-excitation process itself.

The resolving power of the new generation of 4 * 7 -ray  spectrometers allows the prospect realizing 
this goal. Brinkman, et aL, used the early implementation of the G a m m a s p h e r b  spectrometer array (32 
detectors) and proposed a single, candidate 7  ray linking the ,94Pb yrast SD  band to the low-lying ND states 
in l94Pb [1]. Using 55 detectors in the G  a m m a s p h e r e  array Khoo, et aL, observed multiple links between the 
yrast SD  band in 194 Hg and the low-lying level scheme and conclusively determined Ex and J  of the yrast SD 
states [2]. Here we report on an experiment in which Gammasphere with 88 detectors were used and the Ex 
and J *  values of the yrast SD  states in 104Pb were uniquely determined. Twelve one-step linking transitions 
between the yrast SD  band and low-lying states in 194Pb have been identified, including the transition 
proposed by Brinkman. These transitions have been placed in the level scheme of J#4Pb using coincidence 
relationships and agreements between the energies of the primary transitions and the energy differences in 
level spacings. Furthermore, measurements of angular asymmetries have yielded the multipolarities of the 
primaries which have allowed Jn assignments of the 194Pb SD states to be unambiguously determined for 
the first time without a priori assumptions about the character of SD  bands. A  study performed in parallel 
to our work using the E u r o g a m - 1 1  array reports similar, but somewhat less extensive, results [3].

The experiment was performed at the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 88-Inch Cyclotron facility. High- 
spin states in 194Pb were populated following the 174Yb(2SMg,5n) reaction at E (25Mg) =  130 MeV. Coinci
dent 7  rays emitted during the decay of these high-spin states were detected using the G a m m a s p h b r e  array
[l]. The isotopically enriched (>98%) 174Yb target was 1.21-mg/cms t.ick, and was evaporated directly onto 
a 6.13-mg/cm2 Au backing. The signal-to-noise ratio of the SD primary 7  rays is enhanced when a thick 
backing is used. (The lower-lying SD states have lifetimes that are longer than the characteristic stopping 
times of the evaporation residuals in the Au foil. Therefore, the linking transitions do not exhibit angle- 
dependent Doppler shifts, or broadening, and the intrinsic detector lineshape is expected.) Approximately
7 x 10® events were recorded with suppressed Ge fold >  4.

The search for linking transitions was performed using a RadWare cube [5], gated by at least one 7 ray 
with an energy that corresponded to a 194Pb yrast SD  transition energy [7-11]. The SD-gate list excluded 
the 419.9-keV 7  ray of the SD  cascade due to its proximity to the 421.1-keV 7“ ->5-  low-lying transition. 
In addition, the 7  rays were required to be in prompt coincidence with respect to the beam pulse. Events 
were sorted with the Beausang correction, which ensured that the increments to the cube were not weighted 
by fold or gating conditions [6]. Energy and efficiency calibrations over the range 0.100 -  3.548 MeV were 
obtained from the standard S6Co, 1S2Eu and 182Ta sources. Figure 1 illustrates two energy regions of a 
triple-gated, background subtracted spectrum for the yrast SD band in 194Pb projected from this cube. All 
possible combinations of double gates on the SD  lines between 170 -  532 keV, inclusive, were summed to 
produce this spectrum. Relative in-band intensities are given in Table 1; 56(4), 34(6) and 10(7)% of the SD 
band decay out occurs from the three lowest observed SD  states, respectively. Figure 1(a) illustrates that a
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number of 7-ray transitions from the 
low-lying ND states in 184Pb [12], 
labeled by the corresponding J " -> 
JJ, are in coincidence with the SD 
cascade. Twelve candidates for the 
discrete single-step transitions feeding 
into these low-lying N D  states can be 
seen in the higher energy portion of the 
triple SD-gated spectrum, Figure 1(b). 
These transitions have energies in the 
range corresponding to those expected 
for the primary linking 7 rays [13].

Coincidence relationships between 
these candidate primaries, the low- 
lying 7  rays, and the yrast SD tran
sitions in IM Pb were used to verify 
which, Indeed, are linking transitions, 
and to place them in the 194Pb level 
scheme. We give two examples: (1) co
incidence relationships for the 2743- 
keV primary transition were deduced 
from the background-subtracted spec
tra shown in Figure 2. Figure 2(a) 
was obtained by summing all double
gate combinations between che 2743- 
keV transition and the yrast SD  band 
in ,MPb. FYom this spectrum we deter
mined that the 2743-keV 7  ray depopu
lates the band below the 170-keV intra
band SD  transition since the 170-keV 
line is observed. Another important 
feature is the enhancement of the 595- 
keV 6+ -»4+ low-lying yrast transition 
in comparison with Figure 1(a). There
fore, the 2743-keV transition decays 
into, or above, the state from which the 
595-keV line depopulates. (2) Figures

2000 2200 2400 2600 2800 3000

Energy (keV)
Figure 1: Coincidence (background subtracted) spectra obtained from the 
singly-gated cube by summing all possible pairwise gate combinations of 
the 170 -  532 keV 10*Pb yrast SD transitions. (Exclusion of the 419.9- 
keV SD-line in the gate list used to create the cube results in it’s apparent 
increased intensity.) The low-energy portion, panel (a), displays the 
yrast SD band and tm.isitions arising from de-excitation of the low- 
lying ND states, while (b) presents the one-step transitions (primariesJ 
directly linking the SD and ND slates. Transition energies are labeUd in 
keV. Yrast transitions in (a) are labeled by J? -+JJ.

2(b) and 2(c) present partial spectra obtained by a summation of double gates on the 595-keV and in-band 
SD transitions. It is apparent from these Figures that the 595-keV 7 ray is in coincidence with the SD  band, 
the 303-keV 8+ -+ 6+ transition and the 2116-, 2610- and 2743-keV primary transitions.

Table 1: The in-band SD transitions: 7 -ray energies Ey, relative intensities J7a, intensity decaying 
out of the band Iout, asymmetry ratio RaSymt spin and parity info, motion J *, and multipolarities <rL.

E., (keV) M % ) hut (%) ^oyim oL favored aL
380.20(5) 91(4) - 1.42(5) A L = 1, A J — Q or A L = 2, A J = 2 E2 18+- f l 6 +
339.90(5) 92(4) - 1.40(5) A L = 1, A J = 0  or A L = 2 ,A J = 2 E2 16+ -H 4+
298.49(3) 94(4) - 1.47(5) A L = 1 ,A J = 0  or A L = 2, A J = 2 E2 14+-H 2+
256.32(3) 100(5) - 1.40(5) A L = l,A J r= 0  or A L = 2 ,A J = 2 E2 12+—n o +
213.26(3) 90(5) 10(7) 1.45(4) A L = 1, A J =0 or A L = 2 ,A J = 2 G2 104-*’8+
169.52(4) 56(4) 34(6) l . * 8(8) A L = 1, A J = 0  or A L = 2 ,A J = 2 E2 8+—>6+

- - 56(4) - - - -
BCorrected for detector efficiency and electron internal conversion, and normalized to the intensity of the 
256.3 keV transition.
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Only 7 of the 12 candidate Unk
ing transitions could be placed with 
the adopted level scheme of 194Pb com
piled by Browne and Singh [12]. A  0.67 
keV/channel RadWare cubc was there
fore sorted to build a more complete 
low-lying level scheme. The resulting 
decay scheme (see Figure 3) is essen
tially that of Refs. [14] and [15] with 
the addition of the 664- and 672-kcV 
transitions observed in Ref. [16]. These 
two transitions depopulate states with 
Ex =  2800 and 2914 keV, respectively. 
Also, the 283-, 479-, 722- and 788- 
keV transitions observed in Ref. [16] 
were placed at Ex =  2525, 2299, 2609 
and 3522 keV, respectively. Additional 
states were added at 3471 and 3374 
keV. Eleven of the twelve.candldate pri
maries were placed with the aid of the 
new decay scheme of 1#4Pb; the place
ment of the 2470-keV line is tentative.

Multipolarities of the SD  lines and 
the linking transitions were deduced 
from an empirical asymmetry ratio

t/Jwc
s
u
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0 -/J

S3a
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m >c 
+ v>
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2 *  0 * (9 6 5 .4 )
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302.6

i * i 
— t*. 2*(575.2)

2 . 0  (963.4)

200 lo o 400 500 600 700 800 900

(c) 5S5ASD1 

(2069)

2742.7

a iy m - Matrices were constructed
which contained 7 - 7  coincidences be
tween any detector with: (1) detec
tors located at the three most “for
ward" (for) and “backward” (back) an
gles (0=17.3°, 31.7°, 37.4°, and 142.6°, 
148.3° and 162.7° with respect to the 
beam line) and, (2) detectors at 50° 
(0=69.8°, 79.2°, 80.7®, 90.0°, 99.3°, 
100.3° and 110.2° with respect to the 
beam line). The asymmetry ratio 
Ro.ym =  /7(for +  back)/J7(9I50), mul
tiplied for convenience by the ratio of 
the number of detectors at 5C° to the

2116.5

2353.42469.726096

2200 2400 2600  

Energy (keV)
Figure 2: Coincidence spectra projected from an SD-gated cube ob
tained from the summation of pairwise gates between the yrast SD 
band and (a) the 2743-keV transition and, (b,c) the 595-keV yrast 
6+ ->4+  transition. An asterisk denotes a contaminant from 193Pb 
brought in by the 213® 595 keV gate. Transition energies are labeled 
in keV. Yrast transitions in (a) and (b) are labeled by .

number at forward and backward angles, was deduced for relevant 7  rays in these matrices. Mean Ra,ym 
values of known low-lying stretched L = 2 and L = 1 transitions are 1.35(3) and 0.71(2), respectively. Ra,ym 
values obtained for the SD  and linking transitions are given in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. One should note 
that with these Raaym ratios it is not possible to distinguish between (1) A L = 1 , A J = 1  and A L = 2, A J =0 
and (2) A L  =  1, A J  =  0 and A L  =  2 ,A J  =  2 transitions. Nevertheless, these measurements can be used to 
place restrictions on the primary multipolarities and, since JJ is known, limits on J f  (see Table 2: cols. 
3-6). On comparing the possible J *  values deduced for each SD  level from the measured linking transition 
anisotropies (see Table 2: col. 6), one finds that the two lowest SD  can only be assigned J "  =  6+ and 
J *  =  8+ , respectively. These assignments have been made without any assumptions about the SD  band 
spin parity values. In addition, a mean value of Raaym ~  143(2) was measured for the intra-band SD 
transitions, consistent with the above J 7 assignments, confirming their E2 character (see Table 1).
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9M

Figure 3: Decay paths out of the 1S4Pb ymat SD band. Levels are laheled by E * in keV and J r . Transition 

energies are labeled in keV. t'or clarity, only slates in the immediate E x and J *  region of the lowest observed 

SD  levels are shown.

Table 2: The primary decay data: E  , J7. duta Ra,ym, J * , oL  and reduced transition probabilities B{aL). 

I f  is given as a percentage of the SD land populatioif.___________________________________________________

By
(keV)

A
{%)

oL J] JT favored
cL

B(aL)
(W.U)

Decays out of the third lowest SD level (J" =  10+)

1887.9(3) 1.0(4) 0.9(1) A L = 1 , A J = 1  or A L = 2, A J = 0 i i -  io+,n~.i2+ (E l) 5(2).10“*

Decays out of the second lowest SD level: JT ~  8+

2116.5(4) 0.9(5) 0.3(1) mixed M1/E2 9+ 8 +,9 +,1 0 + M1/E 2 -

2438.5(4) 0.9(4) 1.0(2) mixed M1/E2 - - -

2609.6(4) 1.7(6) 1.4(3) A L = 1 , A J  =  0 or A L = 2, A J =2 8+ 6+ , 8± , 10+ Ml 2.3(9).10~®

2627.9(4) 1.3(6) 1.4(3) A L = 1, A J = 0  or AI«= 2, A J - 2 8- e-.s^io- E l 1.6(7).10~8
2806.1(3) 1.7(5) 0.7(1) A L = 1 ,A J = 1  or A L —2 ,A J = 0 7~ E l 1.7(6).10“*

Decays out of the lowest SD level: J '  =  6+

2 3 5 3 4 (3 ) 2.8(6) 0.8(1) A L = 1 , A J = 1  or A L = 2 ,A J = 0 - - -

2469.7(4) 1.5(6) 1.4(3) A L = 1 ,A J = 0  or A L = 2 ,A J = 2 - - -

2579.1(2) 3.0(6) 0.7(1) A L = 1 , A J = 1  or A L = 2, A J =0 - - -

2636.6(2) 1.8(6) 0.8(2) A L = 1 ,A J = 1  or A L = 2, A J = 0 7"  7 - .f i* El > 12(4).10-8
2742.5(2) 3.3(6) 1.1(2) mixed M1/E2 e + 5+ ,il+ ,7 + Ml > 2.2(5).10“ 5
3056(1) 0.8(5) ~ * 5 “ E l > 4 (2 ).10-9

TOTAL I ,  =  21(2)%  of SD band intensity accounted for by primaries___________________

‘ Corrected for detector efficiency and normalized to the intensity of the 256.3 keV SD line.
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These results have allowed the excitation energy of the yrast 6+ SD  state in 194Pb to be unambiguously 
determined; we find Ex(6+)sd  =4878.4(3) keV, in agreement with [3]. Assuming a smooth extrapolation 
to J  =  0 [17], the bandhead of the SD  band is estimated to have Ex cs 4640.7(4) keV. This is in very good 
agreement with the Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov calculations of Krieger, et at. [13], which predict £ *(0̂ )  =  
4.86 MeV. For comparison, ^ ( O ^ )  is estimated to be 6.017 MeV in 194Hg [2]. (The only other example 
in the A ~  190 region of an SD  cascade to have been unambiguously linked into the low-lying level scheme 
via primary transitions.) In this case, the same calculations predict the bandhead to lie at 5.00 MeV, 
approximately one M eV too low. Although the calculations arc expected to predict the bulk properties of 
these nuclei very well it is not clear whether this is a significant discrepancy.

Reduced transition probabilities B{oL) for the primary decays have been calculated by relating the 
branching ratio of each primary to the in-band B(B2) value assuming a constant in-band transition 
quadrupolc moment Qt =  20.6(13) eb, derived from both Doppler Shift Attenuation [18] and Recoil Distance 
measurements [19]. B(oL) values are gives in Table 2. Obtaining B{cL)'s for the primaries depopulating 
the 6+ SD  state required the following additional assumptions about the unobserved 6+ -+ 4+ intra-band 
transition. Firstly, the energy (124.6 keV) was calculated from a smooth extrapolation of known transi
tion energies. Secondly, the intensity of this transition is estimated to be leqt%. The resulting transition 
strengths indicate that the decay out of the SD  states is highly retarded -  typical values were found to be 
B(E1) ~  10“ 8 W.u. and B(M 1) ~  10-8 -  10- 6W.u. Similar results were obtained for the primary decays 
from SD  states in 1MHg as summarized in Table 3.

However, there arc a number of striking differences between the character of the linking transitions 
observed in these two cases. Rom  a comparison of Tables 2 and 3 it is apparent that many more primaries 
are observed in 194Pb -  12 compared to 4 in 194Hg. Also, in contrast fto 194Hg in which only E l ’s have been 
observed, the linking transitions in 194Pb are of E l, M l and mixed M1/E2 multipolarities. A  surprisingly 
large proportion of the m Pb band intensity, 21(2)%, is accounted for by the direct one-step decays. Current 
calculations treating the decay from SD  states as a statistical process estimate the branching ratio of single- 
step primaries to be ~ 5 %  compared to the unresolved statistical decays [20]. Indeed, recent results in 194Hg 
indicate that only ~  5%  of the yrast SD  band intensity is attributed to the primary decays [2]. The root 
cause of these differences iefiects the greater phase space for decay available in 194Hg compared to l94Pb. 
The factors that contribute to this are: (1) The excitation energies of the SD  bandheads in 194Pb and 194 Hg 
are estimated to be 4.640 and 6.017 MeV, respectively. (2) Tne spin of the SD  states at de-excitation is 
higher in 194Hg. (3) The Ex of the ND states into which the primaries decay is ~2.4 and ~  2.8 MeV for 
I94Pb and 104Hg , respectively. (4) ND 194Pb is singly magic, and coexisting oblate and prolate minima at 
low excitation energy further increases the density of ND  states in 194Hg compared to 194Pb. Therefore, 
the greater number of final states in 194Hg leads to a more highly fragmented decay. One should also note 
that the decays of the shape isomers in 236U [21] and 238U [22] are also very different; the predominant 
7-branches are E l and E2, respectively. Evidently each case is different and any generalizations about the 
nature of the primary decays based on a singly case must be viewed cautiously.

In summary, eleven discrete one-step ^primary” 7-ray transitions have been observed linking three 
members of the 194Pb yrast SD  band to low-lying ND  levels. Anisotropy measurements have determined that 
the primary decays include both E l and mixed M1/E2 transitions. J '—6+ Ex =4878.4(3) keV and J*= 8+ 
Ex =  5047.8(3) keV have been unambiguously assigned to the two lowest lying observed superdeformed 
states without making assumptions about the properties of SD bands. These results represent the first 
self-consistent J” assignments to an SD  band. Unique determination of the Jn and Ex values of SD bands

T a K , “  Jotsnmi J n tn  tn v  194 TTn JP. T n n A  r j£  token [2].

3489.3 1.4 E l
3709.6 0.7 E l
4195.2 1.2 E l
4485.3 1.5 jSI

2.6(6) x l 0~* 
1.1(3) x l0 “ 8 
1.3(3) xlO " 8 
1.1(3) x l0 _7b

“Assumes constant in-band Qt —17.2(20) eb [23]. 
bAssumes E ^D(10+-* 8+) =211.7 keV and /fD(10+ -> 8+ )= 3 %  [24].
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are needed to place more stringent restrictions upon theoretical calculations which predict the SD states and 
their properties, and in particular, to address the phenomena of “identical" bands. The yrast SD bands in 
l94Pb and 102Hg, and 1#4Hg SD(3) are examples of “identical” bands. Although unambiguous assignments 
to the i94Pb yrast SD  band have been possible, this has unfortunately not been the case for 1MHg SD{3) 
[25] and 192Hg [26]. However, with the resolving power of the "complete" Gammasphere and EurobaLL 
arrays, greater understanding of these properties is anticipated.

We would like to thank Torben Lauritsen for help with data acquisition and David Radford for RadW are. 
Joanne Heagney of MicroMatter fabricated the targets. The 88-Inch Cyclotron crew is thanked for faultless 
operation. This work has been funded in part by the U.S. Department of Energy, under Contracts No. 
W-7405-ENG-48 (LLNL) and AC03-76SF00098 (LBNL), and the National Science Foundation (Rutgers and 
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The resolving power achieved by the new generation of 7 -ray detector arrays allows 

now to observe transitions with intensities of the order of ~ 10~ 3 of the population o f  the final 

residual nucleus, making therefore feasible the study of the very weakly populated excited 

bands built on the superdeformed (SD) minimum or of the decay out of the SD  bands. As 

a matter of fact, numerous excited SD bands have been observed is  the different regions 

of superdeformation, which led to a deeper understanding of the single-particle excitation 

in the second minimum [1]. However, the lack of experimentally determined excitation 

energies, spins and parities for the SD bands prohibited to infer definitive conclusions. The 

first experimental breakthrough in the study of the decay out process has b een  achieved 

in the odd-even 133,135Nd nuclei of the A = 130 mass region [2,3,4]. There, the observation 

of the discrete linking transitions has been favored by the relatively higher in ten sity  of the 

highly-deformed bands ( ~ 1 0 %), as well as by the small excitation energy w ith  respect to 

the yrast line in the decay-out region ( ~  1 M eV). We call highly deformed (H D ) th e bands 

built on the second well in the A=130 mass region; they have elipsoidal shapes w ith  major 

to minor axis ratios of 3:2 and a smaller deformation (/? ~  0.3 — 0.4) than th a t o f  the SD 

bands of the A = 80, 150, 190 regions (/? ~  0.5 — 0.6). Unlike the As=150, 190 nuclei, which 

have nearly spherical shapes in the first minimum, the A=130 nuclei are prolate (/? ~  0.2) 

at normal deformation (ND). The transition from low to high deformation in th ese nuclei 

u'quires only one or two level crossings, and therefore induces much less fragmentation of 

the decay-out flux than in the other regions of superdeformation [5]. Very recently, Khoo et 

al. [6] discovered a few linking transitions in 194Hg, which account for ~  5%  o f  th e  decay-out 

strength. Following this first result in the A = 190  region, other one step linking transitions 

have been observed in nuclei of the same region, which are reported in this conference. No 

discrete linking transitions have been so far observed in the A = 80,150 m ass regions.

The HD bands in the even-even Nd nuclei axe much weaker than in the odd-even ones, 

being of the order of 1% of the total population of the nucleus. The task to  identify the 

discrete linking transitions is as difficult as that in the other regions of superdeformation. As 

a matter of fact, no linking transition have been so far observed in the even-even 134,136Nd 

nuclei, where HD bands have beer identified [7,8,9]. The configuration assigned to these 

bands are based on the behavior of the dynamical moments of inertia and therefore are only 

tentative. T he identification of discrete linking transitions, which would estab lish  the exci

tation energies, spins and eventually parity of the band levels, was highly requested, in order
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to discriminate between the different theoretical scenarios proposed for the configurations of 

the HD bands. On the other hand, th e  study of the decay out mechanism in an even-even 

Nd nucleus was expccted to help, through the comparison with the odd-even ones, the un

derstanding of the interplay between the pairing correlations and mixing between the ND 

and SD states in the decay-out process [10,11].

W ith the goal of answering to  th e above questions) we have undertaken a rtudy of the 

decay out in the even-even nucleus 134Nd. The reaction used for populating the high spin 

states in 134Nd was J8Si+I10Pd at 130  MeV. The target consisted of two self-supporting foils of 

u 0 Pd with a total thickness of 1.36 m g/cm 2. The GASP array with 40 Compton-suppressed 

Ge detectors and the 80-element BG O  ball has been used for a coircidence measurement. 

Events were accepted when at least three suppressed Ge detectors and three detectors of the 

BGO ball fired in coincidence. A  tota l of 1.9x10" events have been collected.
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Figure 1 : Left panel: doubly-guted spectrum of the yrast HD band in which the 7 -rays of 

the HD band are indicafed by asterisks. Right panel: high-energy part of the single-fated 

spectrum  of the excited HD band.

The excited HD band has been extended at lcwer spins by two transitions (765.1 and 

726.4  keV) and the two lowest 7 -rays in the yrast HD band have been determined with higher 

precision (733.3 and 667.9 keV). Furthermore, transitions linking both HD bands to the ND 

states have been identified. Exam ples o f spectra proving the coincidence relationships of the 

identified linking transitions with transitions in the HD bands and in the low-spin part of 
the level scheme are given in Figs. 1 and 2. A partial level scheme of 134Nd relevant for the 

decay-out process is given in Fig. 3.

The spectra obtained by double-gating on decay-out transitions and on transitions in 

the HD yrast band, shown in th e left panel of Fig. 2, clearly indicate the position of the 

linking transitions in the decay schem e. The gate on the 1332 keV 7 -ray proves that it is in 

coincidence with the HD band and w ith the 740 keV 7 -ray, whereas the gates on the 1336 

keV and 1339 keV 7 -rays prove th at they are in coincidence with the 736 keV and 733 keV 

7 -rays, respectively. The sum o f all these three couples of transitions gives 2072 keV, firmly 

establishing the ene -gy difference between the third low-lying state of the HD band and the 

18+ state of band 3. Spectra obtained by double-gating on the decay-out transitions or on 

transitions of the excited HD band are shown in the right panel of Fig. 2. The gate on 726 

keV 7 -ray shows in coincidence on ly  the 1889 keV high-energy transition, whereas the 765 

keV 7 -ray is in coincidence with all three high-energy linking transitions. The gate on the 

1889  keV linking transition shows both the HD and the ND transitions. The spins of the 

HD states have been determined from  the analysis of the DCO ratios using the procedure 

described e.g. in Ref. [12].
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Figure 2 : Left panel: doub’y-gated spectra with gates on the transitions of the yrast HD 

band and on the 1332, 1336 and 1339 keV linking transitions. Right panel: doubly-gated 

spectra with gates on the transitions of the excited HD band and on the 726 and 765 keV 

in-band transitions and on the 1889 linking transition.

Because of the very weak intensity of the high-energy linking transitions, definite values 

of their DCO ratio could not be obtained. However, the linking transitions of the yrast HD 

band show strong 90°-34° anisotropy when gating on all in-band E2 transitions and therefore 

f heir dipole character is established. For the 736 and 740 keV 7 -rays which are strongly 

contaminated, no DCO ratios could be obtained. They are assumed to have A I=2, E2 

< 'laracter. The negative parity indicated in parenthesis for the yrast HD band accounts for 

the theoretically assigned configuration (see discussion below). The linking transitions of the 

excited HD band do not show significant anisotropy between 90° and 34°; this is consistent 

with a A I=2, E2 character and leads to even spins and positive parity. The present measured 

energies and spins of the HD band-head levels determine their excitation energy relative to 

the yrast ND line in the decay-out region, which is ~ 1100  keV for the yrast HD band and 

~ 1 2 00  keV for the excited HD band.

Two different types of decay-out pathways are observed experimentally: that of the 

excited HD band, which most likely consists of stretched E2  transitions, and that of the yrast 

HD band, where the decay out proceeds via E2  and E l transitions. For the 1780 and 1928 k**V 

linking transitions of the excited HD band we estimated the B(E2)-strengths from the ratio 

between the decay-out and the in-band (726 keV) transition intensities by a simple energy 

scaling of the transition operators. Assuming an in-band B(E2)-strength of 400 W.u., similar 

to that measured for the HD band in the neighboring 133Nd nucleus [13], B(E2)-strengths
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of the order of 1 VV.u. axe obtained for the linking transitions. Such sizable out-of-band 

strengths clearly indicate a spread of the ND states into the HD minimum, which leads to a 

significant mixing between the HD and ND states. The final 1889 keV decay-out transition 

He-exciting the lowest observed HD state has somewhat stronger intensity than the other 

linking transitions. Since the energy of the in-band transitions is decreasing in contrast :c 

that of the out-of-band ones, the enhanced decay-out strength is indeed expected. Examining 

the decay out of the yrast HD band one observes that the 21“ state decays into three 19- 

levels, that are within 6  keV of excitation energy. It is difficult to give an exact assignment 

for the additional two states. However, knowing the limited number of HD configurations 

and the high level density at that excitation energy, we can rather firmly conclude that their 

origin involves states with ND shapes. The presence of even a very small interaction will 

lead to a sizable mixing of the corresponding wavefunctions, a fact which is indicated by 

the similar de-excitation pattern of the three 19*“) states. The analysis of the out-of-band

strengths of both HD bands in 134Nd, together with the ~ 50%  intensity of the observed

discrete transitions, suggests that the decay-out mechanism in 1MNd is only partially due to 

the stochastic mixing between the ND and HD states as proposed by Vigezzi et al. for the

A=150, 190 regions [10]. In other words, it in

dicates that the quantum structure of the ND 

bands in the region where the HD bands decay 

is still of importance.

The identification of one more state in the 
yrast HD band below the 19“ level, allows to

extract a value of 0 .1 1 x 1 0 “® (fm ~2) for the

B (E 1)/B (E2) ratio between the 6 6 8  keV (E2) 

and 1339 (E l) transitions. Assuming again a 
B(E2) value of 400 W.u., we get a B(El)-strength 

of ~ 1 0 “ 3 W.u., comparable to those observed 

in the heavy Ba-Sm region, for which stable oc

tupole deformations have been predicted. Since 

the neutron Fermi-surface at high deformation 

is almost between the f t / 2 and *j3/2 orbitals 

and the HD yrast band of 134Nd is assumed 

to involve the r/t’13/2—/»g/2/ / 7/2 configuration [7], 
one can indeed expect octupole couplings to be 

present. Apparently, the enhanced deformation 

has a similar effect as an increase of the neutron 

number.

Possible configurations of the HD bands 

of 134Nd were already discussed in Ref. [7] in 

terms of occupation of the available Nilsson or

bitals at high deformation. In order to interpret 

the present more detailed informations, we have 

Figure 3: The level scheme of 134Nd rele- performed new calculations for 134Nd within the

vant for the decay out process. cranked Strutinsky approach based on a Woods-
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Saxon potential including pairing interaction [14,15]. Each configuration is treated diabat- 

ically, thus avoiding unphysical level crossings between different structures.

As established previously [7], a proton gap is present at Z=60 for deformations ranging 

from /?2%0 .2 0  to 0.37, which cover the quadrupole deformations of the ND and HD states. 

The occupied proton orbitals do not encounter therefore any level crossing in the collective 

path from high to low deformation. The situation is different for neutrons, in that a pair 

of particles is moved from the up-sloping [404]7/2+ Nilsson orbit into the down-sloping 

[541] 1 / 2 “ one when the deformation is changing from ND to HD (see also the Fig. 3 in 

Ref. [7]). In addition, at least one neutron is moved from the [402]5/2+ Nilsson state into the 

[660]l/2+ (t'is/2) one. In our assignment, the excited HD band involves ths i/t’13/2 — [402]5/2+ 

configuration that is crossed at higher frequencies by the v (» 13/2) 2 one, whereas the yrast HD 

band involves the J/t'13/2— configuration. The spins and parities indicated for the 

HD bands in Fig. 2  are in accora with these assignments. A more detailed discussion about 

the configurations of the different bands involving the neutron i 13/2 orbital can be found in 

Ref. [16].
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Figure 3: Left panel: dynamical moments of inertia of the yrast and excited HD bands of 

134Nd. Right panel: dynamical moments of inertia of HD bands in several nuclei of the 

A=130 mass region.

In the decay-out region, the dynamical moments of inertia of both HD bands show an 

irregularity which is also observed in sill HD bands of the other Nd nuclei [2,3,4,9,12] and 

appears at rotational frequencies which decrease with decreasing neutron number. From 

the present calculations, but also from an inspection of the single-particle diagram (see e.g. 

Fig. 3 of Ref. [7]), one can easily see that the w'13/2 intruder crosses the t/[402]5/2+ (^5/2) 

Nilsson orbital in the frequency region where the increase in is observed in the HD bands 

of Nd nuclei. As the variation of is always associated with a change in structure of the 

corresponding rotational band, we associate the observed irregularity to the crossing between 

the 1/1*13/2 and vds/2 orbitals. The rise in jW thus corresponds to a partial de-occupation
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of the strongly deformation driving intruder orbital. When no pairing is present,

the transition between the states at different deformations (which form orthogonal sets) are 

severely hindered, since the related operators act only on a single particle. The presence of 

pairing correlations, on the other hand, helps the nucleus to tunnel between the minima.

A further insight into the role played by the pairing correlations in the decay-out process 

can be obtained from a comparison of the decay-out pattern in the even-even nucleus 134Nd 

with the known decay out in the odd isotope 133Nd. There, the crossing between the N=4 

and N= 6  (113/2) neutron orbitals is actually observed, but the HD band is traced to lower 

spin values. The reason for this difference can be related to the lower excitation energy of the 

t/j‘13/2 band in ,33Nd: in fact, the crossing here occurs when the HD band is rather cold and 

this explains why it continues at lower spins. In the case of l34Nd the HD structures involve 

two-quasiparticle (qp) excitations that lie higher in energy with respect to the ground state, 

because of the pair gap. Moreover, the pairing correlations are smaller in the two-qp HD 

bands of 134Nd than in the one-qp HD band of 133Nd. As the decay out occurs at similar 

excitation energies above yrast in both HD nuclei, we can conclude that the mixing with the 

ND states plays a more important role than the slicing via the pairing interaction. In all 

cases however, static pair gaps are calculated to exist and pairing is believed to be essential 

for the decay towards the ND states.
In conclusion, the present results suggest that the decay out of the HD bands in 134Nd 

is triggered by the crossing with the N = 4 [402]5/2+ Nilsson orbital, that has a smal'er defor

mation than the corresponding N = 6  intruder configuration. The crossing favours the mixing 

with the ND rotational bands strongly enhancing the decay-out process and weakening the 

in-band transition strength. The HD band becomes fragmented and looses part of its char

acter. The intensity of the decay-out transitions increases when the spin of the HD state 

decreases, indicating enhanced ND amplitude in tiie wavefunction when going down the 
band. Lifetime measurements of the HD bands are crucial to further elucidate the decay-out 

process.
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Abstract

Six SD  bands were populated in 143Eu and 144Eu, two of which had not been previously 
observed. Sum spectra were generated to search for two step links from the yrast SD  band 
in 143Eu. However, no two step links were found. A  single link from the SD  band in X43Eu 
was found at 3364 kcV. The level where it feeds into has not been identified. Alpha-particle 
energy (E„) spectra leading to the SD  band and to normal states in 143Eu were measured and 
a correlation was found between E a and the level spin of the residual nucleus.

1 Experimental

An experiment was performed at the 8 8 -inch Cyclotron at Lawrcnce Berkeley National Laboratory. 
A 230-MeV beam of 51V and a 100Mo 328/tg/cm2 self-supporting target were used to inducc the 
100Mo(51V,o;a:7i) reaction, populating high-spin states in 143Eu and 144Eu. The Gammasphere 
array, which consisted of 57 Compton-suppressed high purity Ge detectors, was used to detect the 
gamma-rays emitted by the residual nuclei. The charged particles emitted by the compound nuclei 
were detected by the Microball, a 47r array consisting of 95 CsI(Tl) scintillators. The Microball 
allowed for good identification of the a  particles as well as determination of a —particle energies. 
A total of 4.3 x10s a —gated events were selected, 67% of which were 4-fold Ge-coincidcnccs, the 
remaining events being 5-fold and higher Ge-coincidences. Partial recoil momentum correction 
was applied using the measured a —particle energies. This led to a more accurate Doppler shift 
correction which improved the 7 —ray energy resolution.

2 Six SD Bands Identified

Six superdeformed (SD) bands were identified in the data. Three of them have been previously 
identified and assigned to 144Eu [1]. Another SD band in the data is the known yrast SD band 
in m3E u  [2]. The other two SD bands had not been observed before; one of these was assigned 
to 143Eu, the other to 144Eu. The new SD band in 144Eu has identical transitions to those in the 
known SD band [2] in 143Eu above 1 MeV 7 —ray energies (see Fig. 1).
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Figure 1: Double gated coincidcnce spcctra of the two new SD bands in 143Eu and 144Eu. The 

arrows point to the transitions in the SD bands.

3 Linking Transitions

An attempt was made to link the yrast SD band in l43Eu to the normal deformed (ND) states in 
the 143Eu decay scheme by one-transition and two-transition links (see Ref. (2] for level scheme). A 
nucleus which decays out from an SD state to an ND state by a cascade of two discrete transitions 
may have many intermediate levels due to the high level density available, but the sums of the 
energies involved in a two step link must be sharply defined. The sums of pairs of 7 —ray energies in 
coincidence with the SD band were generated in order to identify such links, and confirm previously 
reported [2 ] two step links in 143Eu.

The sum spcctra were created using two different methods. First, the events were gated from a 
list of SD transition energies; when a 7  ray was found to be inside one of the gates, the remaining 
7  rays in the event were added pair-wise, and the sums incremented into a sum spectrum. This 
analysis was performed in a spike-free maimer, as described in Ref. [3J. Not all of the available 
pairs of E7  were incremented into sura spectra. Ey pairs were incremented if the difference in £ 7  

was less than 1 McV, and if both £ 7  were greater than 300 keV. These criteria were employed 
in single, double, and triple gating of the data. The spectra produced in this first method were 
not background subtracted- Background subtracted n-fold-gated sum spectra were obtained by 
subtracting a portion of the (n-l)-fold-gated sum spectrum from the n-fold-gated sum spectrum. A 
portion of a sum spectrum of the ungated data became the zero-fold-gated sum spcctrum subtracted 
from the singly-gated sum spectrum.

In the second approach, the data were single, double, and triple gated with a list of SD tran
sitions into spike-free [3] Ey— Ey matrices. The matrices were background subtracted via the 
Palameta-Waddington method [4]. Individual (E,-, Ej) pairs were extracted from the background 
subtracted matrices and their sums were incremented into sum spectra, yielding single, double,
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and triple gated background subtracted sum  spectra. Th is method of background subtraction was 
succcssful in the 2-fold, and 3-fold gating, however, the single gated sum spectrum displayed an 
under-subtracted background. The background in the single gated m atrix was therefore subtracted

2200 2600 3000 
Er (keV)

3400 3800

Figure 2: Spectra of the sums of individual (E^E j) pairs from the backgound subtracted single, 
double, and triple gated matrices. The gates used were transitions in the yrast S D  band in 143Eu. 
Vertical lines in the expanded inserts show the energies of previously reported sum peaks.

by another method [5]. A  background R y — £7 matrix was sorted by single gating the data on E *  
which did not include SD  band transition energies or any strong143 Eu  transitions. Th is background 
Ey— By m atrix was subtracted from an S D  single gated matrix. The resultant matrix was further 
background subtracted according to Ref. [4]. The single gated sum spectrum was extracted from 
this final matrix.

A ll sum spectra displayed large peaks corresponding to the sums of transitions in the SD  band 
(sec Fig. 2). A  description of the pairing and summing details explains why these large peaks arise. 
If  an event has met the gating conditions, it is more likely that the remaining 7  rays in the event 
will also correspond to members of the S D  band. The transitions in the S D  band are evenly spaced 
at intervals of 59 kcV to 61 keV, so that several combinations of pairs of transitions in the SD  band 
will sum  to the same peak in the stun spectrum, enhancing the intensity of the sums of transitions 
in the SD  band.

The sum  spectra generated by either method do not display the previously reported peaks [2]. 
There are some peak-like features in other regions of the spectra above 3 M e V  which arc not sums of 
transitions in the SD  band, nor sums of transitions in the N D  level scheme, and do not correspond 
to the previously reported sum links. The origin of these features in the sum spectra is not clear.
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These features may be statistical fluctuations in the spectra. If these features were real sum links 
then they should appear at the same energies in all the fold spectra, yet most of them do not 
appear in more than one of the sum spectra, and no sum spectrum contained all of these peaks. As 
a result, the sum spcctra do not seem to contain well-defined sum links. This does not imply that 
a significant fraction of the SD band does not decay out in two step links. The evidence suggest*, 
however, that there are not strong two step links in 143Eu, and if a significant fraction of the SD 
band does feed out by two step links then it may feed out through many weak, two step links which 
arc unobservable in a sum spectrum at the available level of sensitivity.
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Figure 3: A sum of double gates on transitions in the yrast SD band produces the single-step 
transition link in panel (a). Transitions in the SD band are observed in the spectrum in panel (b) 
when the single gated matrix is gated on the 3364 keV single-step link..

The same E7 —E7  matrices, and E7 —E7 —E7  cubes were employed to investigate the transitions 
in the decay schemes of 143Eu and 144Eu. Several SD bands were identified, and the feeding-out 
of the yrast SD band in 143Eu was studied. One single step linking transition was conclusively 
identified in 143Eu. The linking transition was observed when a single gated matrix was gated 
on members of the SD band [see Fig. 3(a)]. The energy of the Unking transition was found to 
be 3364±2 keV. This same transition could be observed in spectra generated by gating on the 
double and triple gated matrices, and double gating the cube. There were three other potential 
links around 3.5 MeV which could be in coincidence with the SD band. The coincidence of the 
3364 keV peak with the SD band was confirmed when a gate at 3364 keV was paired with a list 
of SD transition gates into double gates, and the double gates were added, producing a spectrum 
which contained transitions in the SD band [see Fig. 3(b)], Similar spectra were generated using 
the other three transitions in place of the 3364 keV gate, but the SD band did not appear in the 
spectra. So far, double gating directly on the 3364 keV transition in combination with the SD band 
has produced spectra with too few counts to help in determining the level into which the 3364 keV 
transition feeds.
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4  Alpha-Particle Energy Spectra

In order to shed some light on the entry state regions responsible for the population of the SD 
states one can use a —particle spectra as a probe. If the SD states preferentially originate from high 

(E’ ,1) entry states, then downward shifts in the Ea spectra are cxpected due to reduced available 
phase space.

(MeV)

Figure 4: Alpha-particle energy spectra by doubly gating on transitions in the dccay of 143Eu. The 
spins corresponding to the depopulated levels by the measured 7  transitions are indicated.

Alpha-particle energy spectra in coincidence with several ND transitions and SD transitions 
of 143Eu were produced. The data were gated on Eft) in 2 MeV bins. A separate E^—Ey—E, 
cube was then sorted from each Ea bin. Each cube was doubly gated on a list of transitions in 
the yrast SD band in 143Eu to produce an Ea—E r—E7—gated 7  spectrum. Additional spectra 
in coincidence with ND transitions were also produced by gating on ND transitions in I43Eu. 
Background was subtracted from these spectra using standard methods [6]. The intensities of non
gated SD transitions were measured in the spectra gated on the SD band. Similarly, the intensities 
of non-gated ND transitions were measured in the spectra gated on ND transitions. This procedure 
was performed for all of the Ea—gated cubes, resulting in spectra representing the intensity of the 
transitions as a function of Ea. In all cases the second gating transitions were lower in the level 
scheme than the measured transition. Two such spectra coincident with the 443-keV (19/2 level) 
and 1266-keV (91/2 level) transitions from the ND and SD cascades, respectively, are shown in 
Fig. 4. A large downward shift in the a spectrum is indeed observed when the SD band is fed. A 
similar shift was seen in the a  spectra for the SD band in 150Tb [7].

In addition, the average a —particle energy showed a clear decrease in < Ea > with increasing 
spin of the populated level. This trend includes both ND ans SD levels and it is shown in Fig. 5.

Furthermore, the present data allowed a measurement of the relative population of the SD band 
as a function of Ea. It was found that the relative intensity of the SD band at Ea =  9.5 MeV was 
approximately 10 times higher than the relative population at Ea =25.5 MeV. The top 3 transitions 
in the SD band were identifiable only in the lower Ea—gated 7  spectra, and were not observed in 
coincidence with higher energy a  particles.
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Level Spin

Figure 5: Average a —particlc energy as a function of spin of the level ( ND shown by full squares 
and SD by full circles) populated in 143Eu.

5 Conclusion

An experiment was performed to study high-spin states in 143,M4Eu. Six SD bands were identified 
in the data, two of which had not been previously observed. A search for linking transitions 
revealed that there is a single link from the yrast SD band in 143Eu to the ND states. However, 
this transition could not be placed definitively in the level scheme. In addition an analysis of sum 
spcctra was performed. Previously reported sum-links were not observed in our data. There was 
also no evidence for other sum-links. A correlation has been observed between evaporated particle 
energies and the population of high spin states of 143Eu in the 100Mo(51V, <*4n) reaction. It was 
also found that the SD band was populated at the highest relative intensity and highest spin when 
the data were gated on the lower a —particle energies.

Work supported in part by the U.S. Department of Energy under grant number DE FG05-
88ER40406.
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A b stract: A  discrete 7-ray transition which connects the second lowest SD state with a normally deformed 
one in 143Eu has been discovered. It has an energy of 3360.6 keV and carries 3.2 %  of the full intensity of 
the SD band. It feeds into a nearly spherical state which is above the I  =  35/2+, E*=4947 keV level. The 
exact placement of the single-step link could, however, not be established due to the especially complicated 
level scheme in the region of interest. The angular correlation study favours a stretched dipole character for 
the 3360.6 keV transition. The single-step link agrees well with the previously determined two-step links, 
both with respect to energy and spin.

The linking transitions between the SD bands and the normally deformed (ND) states have been one 
of the greatest challenges in the study of superdeforznation. Identification of the linking transitions 
not only gives the spins, excitation energies and parities of the SD bands but also provides valuable 
information on the decay mechanism itself and the structure of the nucleus in the transition region. 
From a theoretical point of view [1], the deexcitation of an SD band occurs due to small admixtures 
with the ND states. The SD state is embedded in a sea of hot ND states and it decays statistically 
by 7 -ray emission. In the mass 150 and 190 regions the SD bands lie at high energies and the 
dcexcitation pattern is expected to be governed by multi-step transitions, although it has now been 
proven in the mass 190 region [2,3,4] and in 143Eu [5] that single-step transitions do occur.

Recently, with modern Ge arrays it has been possible to identify single-step linking transitions and 
to localize the SD bands in a few nuclei in the mass 130 [6] and 190 regions. The situation is, 
however, more complicated for the 143Eu nucleus. The lowest SD states in this nucleus lie higher 
in energy above the yrast line as compared to the mass 130 region and they have a higher spin as 
compared to the mass 190 region.

One possible way of studying the linking transitions is to assume that a significant fraction of the 
decay goes via cascades of two 7 -ray transitions (two-step link) and to search for the corresponding 
discrete sums of the two 7 -ray energies. In an earlier paper [7] several discrete sum energies were 
identified in 143Eu and the lowest SD state was proposed to be at 1=35/2, £*= 8582 keV.

The present experiment was carried out in Strasbourg using the EURO GAM II array [8 ]. Excited
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states in 14SEu were populated in the reaction 110Pd(37Cl,4n)14?Eu with a beam energy of 160 MeV. 
The noPd target was enriched to 98.9% and consisted of three thin foils with a total thickness of 
1.1 mg/cm2. With a trigger requirement of seven or more 7  rays in prompt coincidence (before 
Compton suppression) a total of 1 .8 x l 0 9 Compton-suppressed events with an average fold of 4.4 
were collected. A much compressed version of the data set was stored on magnetic hard disks for 

fast access and sorting. A short experiment by using a 1.1 mg/cm2 layer of noPd sputtered onto 
a 10 mg/cm2 Au backing was also carried out at the end of the main experiment. With a trigger 
requirement of six or more 7  rays in prompt coincidence a total of 2.2 x10s Compton-suppressed 
events were collected. The aim of the backed target experiment was to improve the ND level 

scheme.

0

Fig. 1 : Level scheme of 143Eu basically taken from ref. [9] and slightly modified. The widths of the arrows 
are proportional to the intensities observed in the l l0Pd(37Cl,4n)143Eu reaction at 160 MeV.
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Fig. 2 : The high energy part of a 7-ray spectrum (a) coincident with three SD  band members. A ll 22 
SD transitions were used to gate on in  order to increase the statistics and a portion of the total projection 
was subtracted as the background. The transition observed at 3360.6 ±  0.7 keV with a F W H M  of 10.1 
keV is proposed to be a single-step linking transition. The lower spectra have two gates on the cleanest SD 
transitions and a gate on the 159 keV (b), 176 keV (c), 293 keV (d) and 276 keV (e) lines in th« N D  level 
scheme.

Fig. 1 shows the level scheme o f 143Eu. It is basically taken from ref. [9] and modified using 
the current data set. The irregular and very complex structure of the level scheme at low spins is 

typical of a nearly spherical, slightly oblate nucleus. A sequence of collective states starting from I 
= 27/2, Ex = 4.2 MeV and forming a triaadally deformed band is also observed coexisting with the 

spherical states. A study of the triple or quadruple gated spectra shows that the SD yrast band 
feeds into the spherical near-yrast states bypassing the fcriaxial states which lie about 1 MeV above 
the yrast states in the feeding region. This result is also confirmed by a recent study [10] of the
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Fig. 2a shows the high energy part o f a 7 -ray spectrum. It is double gated on the 22 transitions [7j 
of the SD band in 143Eu. The peak at 3360.6(7) keV is observed at a 5.5 cr level and is identified 
as a one-step link to a ND state sine? it is in coincidence with the SD band and some of the ND 
states. The 3360.6 keV line represents 3.2 % of the total intensity in the SD band.

Once a single-step linking transition is observed, it is a big challenge to localize it by determining 
the SD state it comes from and the ND level it feeds into. The SD state from which the 3360.6 keV 
transition deexdtes was investigated in double gated spectra where one gate was set on one of the 
three lowest transitions in the SD band, namely the 483, 547 or 609 keV transitions and the second 
gate was set on one of the few clean, higher lying transitions in the band (fig-3). The two spectra 
with gates at 483 and 609 keV ere relatively dean. There is, however, a strong 548 keV transition 
lower in the ND level scheme (triaxial band) making the 547 gate specially difficult. Therefore it 
is important to select carefully the cleanest gate combinations especially for this case. The result 

is thr.t the 3360.6 keV transition is seen in the spectra gated by the 609 and 547 kcV transitions 
whereas it disappears in the spectrum gated by the 483 keV transition. Therefore we propose that 
the 3360.6 keV Unking transition depopulates the SD state just below the 547 keV transition, i.e. 
the second lowest state of the SD band.

Fig. 4 shows the low energy part of a triple gated spectrum. It has two gates on the cleanest 
transitions in the SD band and a gate on the 3360.6 keV high energy line. The 159, 176 and 293 
keV transitions are in a ca: cade in the ND level scheme and the 293 keV transition lies highest in 
excitation energy. The 3360.6 keV line is also clearly seen in the spectra gated on these lines (see 
fig. 2 b, c, d). The 182 keV transition deexdtes a 23/2+, 2813 keV state and it collects nearly all 
the intensity coming from above. The intensities of the strongest peaks of fig. 4 were determined 
and corrected for internal conversion. Normalizing to the strength of the 182 keV transition, the 
159 and 176 keV transitions carry 93 % and 92 % of the intensity, respectivdy, while the intensity 
of the 293 keV transition is only 38 %. Thus, we condude that the 3360.6 keV transition does not 
directly populate the 35/2(+), 4947 keV state from which the 293 keV transition decays. It rather 
populates a higher energy levd which partially decays into the 4947 keV levd and partially down 
to the 33/2+, 4654 keV level from which the 176 keV transition decays.

Fig. 2e shows that the 3360.6 keV transition is not in coinddence with the 276 keV transition 
indicating that it either feeds into a level which has a lower energy than the 39/2+, 6333 keV state 
or it sdects a parallel branch feeding into the 35/2 W, 4947 keV level. Above E*=4947 keV, the 
level scheme of 143Eu is particularly complicated and the decay paths feeding into this state are 
fragmented making it difficult to locate the linking transition. An identification of a few other 
single-step links would be of great help for reaching more condusive results.

An angular corrdation study of the 3360.6 keV line gives a value of R = 1.0(2) where R is the ratio 
between 7  rays detected by the tapered and dover detectors located at an average angle of 38.4° 
and 75.5° respectivdy, relative to the beam axis. This ratio is 0.85(2) for the known E l transition 
at 252 keV [9] and 1.59(7) for the 1443 keV E2  transition in the SD band. Thus, the 3360.6 keV 
transition is cither a stretched dipole transition or it can be a mixed E2/M1 transition with Al =
0 or 1. A pure statistical decay would, however, favour an E l transition.

quasicontinuum of the SD transitions in this nucleus.
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between the SD  states and a gate on the 3360.6 keV high energy line. A  portion of the total projection is 
subtracted as background and the spectrum is corrected for the relative detector efficiencies.
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The single-step link has an energy which agrees very well w ith the sum energies identified as two- 
step links in the previous work [7], where energies between 3187-3925 keV were reported. It  also 
feeds into the same region of the N D  level scheme as the two-step links. Furthermore, four out of 
six sum peaks reported earlier, namely the 3188, 3210, 3270 and 3472 keV transitions, are observed 
in  this experiment at a 2-4 <r level, see fig. 5. Their energies agree with the earlier results within 
the error lim its of 4-5 keV.
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The quasi-continuum part or the spectrum associated 

with the decay-out of the yrast superdefonned band in 
ltMHg has been extracted. It has for the first time been 

possible to compare the spin and excitation energy deter

mined from the analysis of the quasi-continuum 7  rays 

to the exact result obtained from the one-step linking 

transitions.

IN T R O D U C T IO N

About 175 superdeformed (SD) bands have by 
now been found in the A=80,150 and 190 mass re
gions; yet only a few of these have been firmly linked 
to the normal deformed (ND) states they decay into. 
Thus, fundamental quantities such as spin, parity 
and excitation energy have not been experimentally 
determined for the vast majority of the SD  bands. 
In order to address issues of great recent interest 
such as: [i] the presence of identical SD bands, [ii] 
the magnitude of shell corrections at large deforma
tion, [iii] the mechanisms responsible for the sudden 
decay-out of the SD bands, [iv] the description of 
pairing and level densities in the SD well, some or all 
of those quantities must be determined for as many 
SD  bands as possible.

Recently, one-step decays out of the yrast SD 
bands in 1MHg and 1MPb have been reported [1,2]. 
One-step decays allow for an unambiguous determi
nation of the spin, parity and excitation energy of 
the states in a SD  band. However, the intensity of 
these special decay branches is only a fraction of that 
of the SD  band itself, and most of the decay proceeds 
through a quasi-continuum (QC) of 7  rays. More
over, the s* length of one-step decays varies consider
ably fron. nucleus to nucleus and may be subject to 
Porter-Thomas fluctuations. Therefore, it may not 
always be possible to observe one or two-step decays 
-  even when data of very good statistics are avail
able. In such cases, the analysis of the QC provides 
an alternative way to determine the spin and energy 
of the SD bands, provided that the analysis methods 
are proven to be reliable.

FIG. 1. Schcma.tic diagram of the feeding and decay 

of SD bands. Gamma emission starts from the entry 
distribution. After emission of statistical, qu&drupole 
and M1/E2 dipole QC 7  rays, the deexdtatlon cas ades 

are trapped either in the ND or SD wells, where discrete 
gamma rays are emitted. If a 7  cascade is trapped in the 
SD well, QC 7  rays are also emitted when the SD band 
decays into the ND states.

A  schematic diagram of the feeding and decay of a 
SD  band in figure 1 shows that there are two compo
nents to the QC: [i] one associated with the feeding 
of the SD  states and [ii] the other originating from 
the decay towards the yrast states [3]. A  simple way 
to assess where the decay QC 7  rays are located is 
to compare coincidence spectra gated on ND and 
SD  transitions. Only the spectra gated on SD 7 
rays should have the ‘extra’ QC component from 
the decay-out to ND states at or near the yrast line. 
Such a comparison for194 Hg is given in figure 2 (with 
the discrete peaks left in the spectrum). It is clearly 
seen in the figure that extra strength is present in 
the SD  gated spectrum above 1 MeV - exactly where 
the 7  rays from a statistical decay of the levels at the 
bottom of the SD  band are expected [4]. The spec
trum has close similarities with that reported earlier 
for 1S2Hg [3]. In particular, as in the latter nucleus, 
the excess strength above 1 MeV is ascribed to the 
decay out of the SD  band.

Differences below 1 MeV are also seen in figure 2, 
but those have to do with the different paths the nu
cleus takes in the feeding of the ND and SD bands.
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In  the feeding of the yrast SD  band, about six 7 rays 
of stretched £2 character are emitted whiJe the nu
cleus decays through excited, damped SD  bands (5). 
A  pronounced ’E2-bump’ is therefore seen in the SD 
gated spectrum (and it should result in ridges in 
coincidence matrices). On the other hand, the cas
cades feeding the ND bands involve less collective 
states and, as a result, the E2-bump associated with 
this decay mode is much smaller.

Ba«o|ktV]

FIG. 2. Comparison of ND and SD gated coincidence 
spectra in 1MHg. The spectrum gated on the the SD 

band shows additional strength above 1 MeV from the 

QC 7  rays associated with the decay of the SD band to 

ND states.

By extracting the QC 7  rays in coincidence with 
the SD  band, it is possible to deduce both the spin 
and energy of the SD  band at the point of decay. 
When the QC intensity is normalized to the number 
of 7  cascades, the area of the spectrum determines 
the average multiplicity, i.e., the number of 7 rays 
involved in.the decay. Similarly, the mean energy 
of the decay-out QC determines the average energy 
removed by these 7  rays. Thus, by simple multi
plication of these two quantities, the mean energy 
removed by the QC is established. It is likewise 
possible to determine the average amount of spin 
removed by the 7  rays.

Prom the intensities, spins and energies of the ND 
transitions in coincidence with the SD  band, the av
erage spin and energy corresponding to the entry 
into the ND states can be derived (see figure 1). 
By vectorially adding the spin and energy removed 
by the QC to the mean ND entry-point, the mean 
SD exit-point can be found. From this information 
the spins and energies of the SD  band levels can be 
deduced, once the branching ratios between in-band 
and out-of-band decay are taken into account for the 
lower SD  states.

The SD  band in lM Hg was populated using the re
action 160Nd(48Ca,4n). The beam, delivered by the 
88"  cyclotron at LBNL, had an energy of 202 VleV. 
A  total of 1.9 xlO 9 quadruple or higher fold coinci
dence events was collected with GAMMASPHEJU2, 
which at the time comprised 85 defectors. The tar
get consisted of a 1.2 mg/cm3 160Nd layer evapo
rated on a thick Au backing, which ensured that all 
7  rays associated with the decay-out of the SD  band 
would not be subject to any Doppler shift.

THE EXPERIMENT

THE EXTRACTION OP THE QC

In order to extract the QC 7 rays from the to
tal spectrum, the data must be processed care
fully in a number of steps. Double coincidence 
ga*«s were placed on SD  transitions in order to ob
tain SD  spectra almost free of contaminant coin
cidences, yet with sufficient statistics for an angle 
sort. Only 9 of 36 possible double gate combina
tions were deemed clean enough for use in this analy
sis. (TViple gating would have provided even cleaner 
spectra; but the statistics in the angle sort would 
have been marginal.) Correct background subtrac
tion of the double-gated spectra is vital. The FU L 
method [6] developed at A N L was used to subtract 
background-background and peak-background con
tributions. The data was also sorted according to 
tfte prescription in [7] in order to avoid ’spikes’ in 
the gated spectra. In addition, any lines left in the 
spectra as a result of contaminant coincidences (de
spite careful selection of gates) were identified, char
acterized and subtracted.

a o  500.0 1000.0 iso& o 2000.0
E n t i t y  IbVl

FIG. 3. Residual Compton events in a typical spec

trum. The figure shows a gated spectrum before unfold

ing and the lower solid curve shows the residual Compton 
events subtracted by the procedure described in [7], us- 

in0 a measured response function for G AMM ASPHERE.
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The angle sorted spectra were corrected for the re

sponse of the G A M M A SP H ER E  array in successive 
steps described below. First the contributions due 
to true coincidence summing was removed following 
a prescription by Radford [8]. The 7  rays gener
ated from neutron interactions in the Ge detectors 
(mostly in the forward direction) were subtracted 
next. This contribution Is small (2-3%) and has very 
little impact in the energy region of the decay-out 7 
rays. A  more significant correction is the removal of 
the Compton events in the spectra . Even with effi
cient DGO shields, about 1/2 of all Compton events 
is not suppressed and to extract the true QC, it is 
necessary to subtract these unwanted 7  rays.

Energy lk._ VI

FIG. 4. The total QC . Her discrete peaks have been 
removed and the spectra contracted to 32 keV/ch. Also 
shown is the calculated statistical Bpectrum from 192Hg.

By measuring the spectra from single-line and 
two-line coincidence sources placed at the target po
sition, the response function of G AM M ASPH ERE 
was carefully measured. Using the unfolding pro
cedure described in [8], which interpolates between 
the response-measurement at discrete energies, the 
residual Compton 7  rays for the entire spectrum 
were deduced and subtracted. Figure 3 shows a typi
cal spectrum before the unfolding, together with the 
residual events left in the spectrum despite Compton 
suppression (lower curve). It is clearly seen that the 
procedure by Radford works well, even in the low 
energy region where it is most difficult to unfold.

Next, the spectra were corrected for detector ef
ficiency, the discrete 7  rays were removed and the 
spectra were contracted to 32keV/ch. The remain
ing QC 7 rays consist of the three feeding QC compo
nents, i.e., [i]statistical, [ii]quadrupole and [iii]dipole 
transitions from the last step in the feeding [3]. The 
fourth QC component is the sought-after decay-out 
spectrum which will be extracted by rubtracting the 
feeding statistical and quadrupole components.

E a « tr (k rV ]

FIG. 5. The QC 7 rays obtained from double gates 
placed on the one-step decay-out lines and SD lines in 
,94Hg (data with error bars). Also shown are the total 
SD and ND QC spectra and the calculated statistical 
spectrum from 1MHg.

Finally, the QC spectra are normalized so that the 
area of the 2+ — ► 0+ ground-state transition in the 
spectrum is unity, after corrections for internal con
version, angular distribution and changes to the in
tensity due to isomers have been taken into account. 
After this normalization, it follows that any area is 
equal to multiplicity, since the spectrum represents 
an average 7 cascade. Figure 4 shows the total QC 
spectrum corrected for angular distribution effects 
(‘AO* spectrum).

THE STATISTICAL FEEDING COMPONENT

In reference [5], the statistical spectrum feeding 
the SD  band in 192Hg was calculated using as input 
the experimentally measured entry states distribu
tion. This statistical spectrum is also expected to be 
applicable in the case o f194Hg. Because the one-step 
decay lines have been observed in this nucleus [1], it 
is possible to confirm experimentally this hypoth
esis by extracting the QC in coincidence with the 
one-step decay-out lines. This spectrum should not 
contain the decay QC and thus, at higher energies, 
it should follow the calculated statistical spectrum 
rather than the total QC.

The sum of coincidence spectra, with double co
incidence gates placed on the one-step decay-out 7 
rays and the SD  lines, has been corrected for the re
sponse of G AM M ASPH ERE. It is presented in fig
ure 5 overlaid with the total QC spectrum and the 
calculated statistical spectrum. Despite low statis
tics, the agreement between this spectrum and that 
obtained with double gates on SD  lines is very good 
over the ‘E2-bump’ region, although there appears
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to be some contaminant lines just above 1 MeV. At 
higher energies, the data are seen to follow the sta
tistical spectrum, thus justifying our hypothesis. It 
should be noticed that the QC spectrum gated on 
ND transitions also follows the calculated statisti
cal spectrum at higher energies, again suggesting 
that the calculated statistical spectrum from ,M Hg 
can be used in 104Hg. The calculated statistical 
spectrum is subtracted from the total Q C  spectrum 
shown in figure 4, thus eliminating one of the four 
QC components.

EaticrlkiVl

FIG. 6. Angular distribution coefficients, channel by 
channel, for the QC after the statistical 7 rays have been 
subtracted.

THE QUADRUPOLE FEEDING  
COM PONENT

After the statistical spectrum has been sub
tracted, the A2 angular distribution coefficient of 
the remainder of the spectrum can be found chan
nel by channel: the result is shown in figure 6. If 
the coefficient is close to the calculated E2 limit of 
«  +0.34, the QC content of the channel is assumed 
to be of pure E2 character. Conversely, if the coeffi
cient is close to the large negative value of the M l /E2 
dipole transitions, w -0.55 , the channel content is 
taken to be of pure M1/E2 dipole character. (In the 
analysis, it is assumed that there is no remaining 
E l strength in the spectrum up to w lM eV follow
ing the subtraction of the statistical spectrum). For 
A 2 coefficients with values between those extremes, 
the counts in the channels are split proportionally 
between the two contributions. In this way, the E2 
QC-component was extracted. The QC quadrupole 
7 rays are emitted early in the 7  cascade, while the 
nucleus is is still in flight, with a velocity close to 
the maximum recoil velocity. Hence, the A2 an
gular distribution analysis is perfcrmed on spectra 
transformed into the center of mass system, and the 
E 2 QC component is subtracted from the spectra of

each detector ring after corrections for Doppler shift, 
angular distribution and relativistic aberration.

SPIN AN D ENERGY OF THE SD BANH

After both the statistical and quadrupole con:r> 
nents from the feeding have been subtracted, the re  
maining spectrum still consists of the M1/E2 feeding
7  rays and the sought after QC decay-out 7  rays. 
There are dear indications of two components in 
fig. 7. The low energy component has large nega
tive A2 coefficients (indicating M1/E2 nature) and 
the upper component resembles the ’extra’ strength 
shown earlier in the SD-ND gate comparison in fig
ures 2. Thus, the upper component (ralMeV and 
higher) is assigned to the dccay out process as it 
was in reference [3] for the case of 1M Hg.

The mean energy of this decay-out component is 
1.8(1) MeV and its area, equal to multiplicity, is 
2.3v2). Therefore, it immediately follows that this 
QC of 7 rays removes 4.1(4) MeV of energy. FVom 
Monte Carlo simulations [5] of a statistical decay at 
the proper spin and energy it is found that, on the 
average, 0.5(2)fi of spin is removed by these 7  rays. 
Thus, 1.1 (4)h of spin is removed by the decay 7 rays 
in this QC component.
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FIG. 7. The QC 7 rays in 1MHg after both the feeding 
statisticals and quadrupoles have been subtracted. The 
spectrum shows the dipole component of the feeding at 
low energies and the decay-out QC component at higher 
energies.

Some SD  decay paths will feed into states located 
above the yrast line, which are either not populated 
or populated weakly when ND bands are feed. The
7 rays from the decay of these states can be found 
by dose inspection of all the discrete 7  rays that 
were removed in the early stages of the analysis; but 
have not been assigned in the ND level scheme. (By 
placing coinddence gates on those candidate transi
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tions, it was checked that the lines arc not the result 
of contaminant coincidences). In [3] it was estimated 
that, on the average, half (multiplicity 0.5(2)) of the
7 cascades deexciting the SD  band goes through such 
states and gives rise to discrete lines in a region up 
to 1 MeV. These 7  rays need to be taken into ac
count when the spin and energy of the SD  band are 
calculated. In  total, these 7  rays remove 0.8(3)A and 
0.3(1) MeV which must be vectorially added to the 
‘regular’ QC spin and energy vector in order to find 
the mean SD  exit-point (see figure 1).

FYom the intensities, spin and energies of the 
known ND lines in coincidence with the SD  band, it 
is found that the entry point of the SD  band into the 
known ND  states is located at a spin of 9.3(5)7» and 
an energy of 2.4(1) MeV. The errors quoted here are 
due [i] to difficulties in assigning intensities to some 
low energy lines which are not observed well with 
G AM M ASPH ERE, and [ii] to the presence of two 
low spin isomers in the yrast level structure, which 
complicate the determination of 7-ray intensities for 
transitions involved in their decxcitation.

FIG. 8. The mean SD exit-point found by adding the 
spin and energy removed by known ND lines, new unas
signed ND lines and the decay-out QC 7  rays.

By adding all the contributions; i.e., the known 
ND  lines, the new weak ND lines just discussed and 
the decay-out QC 7  rays, the mean SD exit-point is 
determined. The result is displayed in figure 8. In 
the figure, a vector characterizing the mean QC de
cay path obtained as described above links the entry 
point into the ND levels and the SD exit point. It 
is this SD  exit-point located at ll.l(7)fi. and 6.8(3)

MeV that can be compared directly to the result 
from the one-step decays [1]. According to the anal
ysis in [1], 48% of the decay of the SD band occurs 
from the 6.88 MeV 12+ state and 52% from the 6.63 
MeV 10+ state, establishing the true mean SD  ratif - 
point as: (ll.oA, 6-8 MeV).

The main conclusion of the present analysis is as 
follows: the mean exit-point measured from the QC 
is in remarkably good agreement with the exact result 
established from the one-step decay 7  rays. Another 
way to present this result is to calculate the spin and 
energy the QC method would assign to tlie ‘10+’ 
state: i.e.,

I  =  10.1(7)/i [true: iOh]

E  =  6.7(3) MeV[true: 6.G MeV]
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PIG. 9. All the QC components in the feeding and 
decay of the yrast SD band in lMHg.

T H E  D E C A Y  M E C H A N IS M

As the nucleus removes spin and energy by emit
ting stretched E2 7  rays along the SD  yrast line, the 
SD  states become hotter and hotter with respect to 
the ND yrast line (see figure 1). Thus, the ratio 
of ND to SD  level densities increases as the nucleus 
decays in the SD  well. Moreover, the in-band tran
sition rates dimmish because of the rapidly decreas
ing transition energies. In addition, there is also 
evidence that the barrier height is reduced at lower 
spin. A SD  band decays to the ND  states when the 
states in the SD band acquire a sufficient component 
of the wave-function of the hot ND states located on 
the other side of the barrier separating the two wells 
[3,5,9]. Because of the exponential dependence of 
the mixing as a function of spin, the decay happens 
suddenly, over a few SD states.
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Channel Number [SD decay 32 keV/ch, (n, y) 32 x J| keV/ch]
PIG. 10. The QC 7  rays from the decay of the yrast 

SD band in lMHg overlaid with the gain adjusted QC 7 
rays following neutron capture in 167Er

It follows from the above picture of the decay of 
a SD band that the spectrum of the 7  rays emit
ted in the decay process is governed by the levels 
in the ND well. The end-point of the QC spectrum 
is determined by the excitation energy of the SD  
states. Thus, a decay from a fission isomer or from 
a state populated in neutron capture is expected to 
be characterized by a dê -ay spectrum of the same 
form as the one seen in this work. This follows since 
all these processes r e  governed by statistical emis
sion of 7  rays from ‘sharp’ states, i.e. states with a 
well defined energy.

The QC 7  rays following neutron capture 
in 167Er have been measured using Tessa-3 at 
Brookhaven [10]. The spectrum after unfolding, ef
ficiency correction and removal of the discrete peaks 
below 600 keV is presented in figure 10, where it is 
overlaid with the SD  decay-out QC discussed in this 
paper. Since the sharp states populated by neutron 
capture are located at higher energy than the SD 
levels (7.7 MeV vs. 4.3 MeV), the neutron capture 
spectrum was gain-adjusted so that its end-point 
matched that of the SD decay spectrum. The simi
larity (in shape and magnitude) of the two spectra is 
striking and suggests that, in both cases the decay is 
governed by the same mechanism, statistical decay 
from hot ‘compound’ states.

CONCLUSIONS

It has been shown that the spin and excitation 
energy of the yrast SD  band in 194Hg which are ex
tracted from the analysis of the QO 7  rays from the 
decay-out process are in excellent agreement with 
the exact result obtained from one-step decay tran
sitions. Thus, spins and excitation energies can be

determined with this method in cases where Porter- 
Thomas fluctuations or other conditions prevent the 
observation of direct one-step or two-step dccays 
from SD bands.

component m c

Statistical 3.2 1.68 MeV

Quadrnpoles 6.0(1) 0.73(1) MeV

M 1/E2 dipoles 3.37(6) 0.54(1) MeV

Decay-out QC 2.28(6) 1.77(6) MeV

new ND lines 0.5(2) 0.6(2) MeV

TABLE I. The m ein multiplicities and mean energies 
of the QC components in 1MHg. Only statistical errors 
are given. Also listed are the current results of the cat

aloging of the new ND states (where the error bars are 
dominated by systematics).

Figure 9 shows all the components of the QC: 
[i]the statistical, [ii]quadrupole and [iii]dipole 7  rays 
associated with the feeding and [iv]the QC 7 rays 
from the decay-out of the SD  band. Table I  shows 
the mean multiplicities and mean energies of all 
these components.

Work is still in progress to improve on the errors 
associated with various contributions by [i]gathering 
more statistics, [ii]removing contaminant coinci
dences in the spectra and [iii] doing a more thorough 
cataloging of the new, unplaced ND lines. The lat
ter process has already yielded more two-step decays 
which have been added to the decay level scheme in 
reference [1].
This work was supported in part by the U.S. Dept, 
of Energy, under Contract No. W-31-109-ENG-38.
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Abstract

The decay spectrum of the yrast superdeformed band in :l92Hg comprises a 
quasicontinuum with discrete lines ranging from 1 to 3.2 MeV . The intensity 
fluctuations of this quasicontinuum give information on the degree of fragmen
tation of the decay cascades and on the effect of pairing correlations on the 
level density p(U) in the normal deformed well (0 < U < Usd)•

As was explained in the previous talk by Torben Lauritsen, if we compare superde
formed (SD) and normal-deformed (ND) gated spectra in Hg and Pb isotopes, the 
SD-gated spectrum lies above the ND-gated spectrum for a broad range of transition 
energies when both spectra are normalised to the same number of 7  cascades. This 
excess intensity has been indentified in previous work [1] to be the spectrum of 7  

rays connecting the SD to ND states. It is a quasicontinuum with intermediate-width 
structures. From a quasicontinuum analysis, the excitation energy of the decaying 
SD state in 192Hg was found to be TJ=4.3±0.9 MeV above the yrast line [lj. If we 
zoom in on the decay spectrum, we see that it also contains sharp lines which account 
for only a few percent of the total decay flux. In 192Hg, for example, 51 resolved lines 
have been identified [2]. However, no single-step decays could be observed. So far, 
these have been reported only in 2 nuclei of the mass 190 region: 194Hg and 194Pb 
[3,4,5].
A quasicontinuum as well as primary and secondary lines are also observed in the 7  

spectrum following thermal neutron capture. This is further evidence for the stochas
tic coupling of the localised SD state with highly excited ND states across the potential 
barrier [6 ]. So, effectively, it is 'he statistical decay from the hot ND states which is 
observed.

What spectrum does one expect in such a decay ?
T. Dossing et al have calculated the spectra corresponding to the statistical decay
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Figure 1 : Statistical decay spectra from an initial state at U=4.3 MeV calculated 

with (a) the paired even-even level density, (b) the paired odd-even level density and 

(c) the unpaired even-even level density, (d) Efficiency-corrected experimental decay 

spectrum and calculated decay spectrum from (a)

from a ND state at 4.3 MeV in three different cases [7]. The level densities are 
obtained by counting quasiparticle energies starting from equidistant single-particle 
levels, with pairing treated using the BCS method, followed by paxtide-number pro
jection and diagonalisation. The decay spectra for an even-even and odd-even paired 
nucleus and for an even-even nucleus without pairing are shown in fig la-c. In the 
unpaired case, the monotonic increase of the level density with excitation energy gives 
rise to a smooth decay spectrum. In the even-even paired case, there is a depleted 
yield below 1 .2  MeV and between 3.2 and 4 MeV. Both these features are due to 
the pair gap below the energy for 2  quasiparticle exdtations. The compression of 
the spectrum, together with the last step transitions across the pair gap, give rise 
to a broad bump centered around 1.6 MeV. For the odd-even case, the filling of the 
pair gap gives an appreciable yield at low energy. Above 1 MeV transition energy, 
the best experimental approximation of the spectrum of 7  rays feeding the SD band 
is the ND-gated spectrum stripped of all strong high-energy lines. The difference 
between the SD-gated spectrum and this smoothed ND-gated spectrum is then the 
decay spectrum. In fig Id, the efficiency-corrected decay spectrum is shown together
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with the calculated spectrum obtained with the even-even paired level density. The 
qualitative agreement is very good since the calculations reproduce the general shape 
of the decay spectrum. The model also predicts up to 5%  yield at high energy which 
corresponds to the expected intensity for single-step decays. The fact that this yield 
varies so much from one nucleus to the other may be due to the chaoticity of the 

excited decaying ND state, in which case, we would expect the fluctuations in the 
strengths of the primary 7  rays to follow a Porter-Thomas distribution [8 ].
What can we learn from the decay spectrum ?
H it contain; strong sharp lines, we can directly deduce the excitation energy, spin 
and parity of the SD state. If these lines are too weak, we can carry out a quasicon
tinuum analysis [9] to extract the average excitation energy and spin of the SD state. 
With the Fluctuation Analysis Method (FAM), we can extract the effective number 
of transitions sampled by the nucleus in the decay; in other words, we can measure the 
degree of fragmentation of the decay. As it turns out, this method goes even further 
and can be used as a new probe of the ND level density up to high excitation energy. 
How does it work ?
The aim of the FAM [10,11,12] is to determine the effective number of transitions 
sampled by the nucleus without knowing the details of the transition energies or 
transitions strengths involved. This number can be directly extracted from the first 
(mean) and second (variance) moments (/ii and p.2) of the intensity distribution of 
the decay spectrum. The method relies on the fact that, below the excitation energy 
of the SD state at the point of decay, the level density in the 1 ** well, although large, 
is finite. If the number of recorded events (N et) is larger than the number of available 
transitions (N t), this will lead to an enhancement of the intensity fluctuations in the 
decay spectrum above those generated by pure counting statistics. Correction factors 
have to be added to account for finite detector resolution (p), probable Porter-Thomas 
fluctuations (2 ), background subtraction and the separation of true coincidences into
2  components, such as into the SD decay spectrum and the underlying continuous 
statistical feeding spectrum in the 1 to 3 MeV region of the SD-gated spectrum. One 
then obtains the following equation for the effective number of transitions:

Nt = 2  x p x f  x (1)

Spectrum A =  C - gB, where C is the raw spectrum of all the events in coincidence 

with the SD band and B the appropriate background spectrum scaled by a factor g. 

Spectrum A needs to be corrected for the detector response [13]. /  is the fraction 

of events belonging to the decay in spectrum A. Fig 2 a shows the effective number 

of sampled transitions as a function of transition energy obtained for the SD decay 

and feeding cascades in m Hg studied with the Eurogam 2 array [14]. Above 2 MeV, 

fewer transitions are sampled by the nucleus in its decay from the SD band. This 

can be explained by the fact that these transitions are primary 7  rays starting off 

from a few initial states and taking the nucleus down to regions of low level density. 

Thus, for the decay cascade, the number of transitions is expected to decrease at high 

transition energy in proportion to the final state level density p(Ufinal)- On the other 

hand, the feeding cascade starts from a multitude of initial states populated by the 

neutron decay; in this case, the number of transitions reflects the product of the final 

and initial state level densities p(JJinitiai)p{Ufinal)- The low-energy transitions of the
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y  E n e r g y  (M e V )

Figure 2: (a) Experimental effective number of transition sampled in the decay and 
feeding cascades in 192Hg. (b) Calculated and experimental effective number of tran

sitions sampled in the decay cascade, (c) Comparison between the experimental 
effective number of transitions in the decay cascade obtained with Eurogam 2 and 

Gammasphere data

decay cascade tend to come from the last decay steps. They connect states in a region 

of low level density. This explains the initial increase in the number of transitions 

as a function of transition energy. A total of ~ 9000 transitions are sampled in the 

decay out of the SD band in 192Hg. By examining figure 2a above 2 MeV where the 

first decay steps dominate the fluctuations, one can see that ~ 1 0 0 0  transitions are 

available in the initial stage of the decay [2]. This tells us that the decay is indeed 

highly fragmented, as expected in a statistical decay. In figure 2 b, the experimental 

effective number of transitions is compared to calculations based on the schematic 

model described earlier on. The comparison between the experimental data and the 

calculations is satisfactory and is a stringent test for calculations of the decay and of 

p(U) up to high excitation energy. The fact that the experimental values are in better 

agreement with the odd-even calculated values may be due to factors that have not 

been included in the model: first of all, angular momentum which causes the pairing 

correlations in the even-even nucleus to weaken and hence lowers the ground state
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Figure 3: SD and ND-gated spectra obtained in 192*193,194Hg

pairing gap, secondly, sym m etries in the nuclear potential and shell effects which, may 

slightly displace both calculated curves. It is essential to carry out a similar analysis 

on other nuclei and especially an odd-even nucleus of the same mass region. In  fig 3 

are shown the SD and ND-gated spectra for 3 Hg isotopes studied at Gammasphere 

[15], We can im m ediately see that both even-even nuclei present a more pronounced  

bump than the odd-even nucleus. A careful inspection of the 193Hg spectra reveals an 

excess intensity at low energy, as predicted by T. Dossing’s calculations. A  prelimi

nary Fluctuation Analysis on the 192Hg decay spectrum gives practically an identical 

distribution of effective number of transitions as the Eurogam 192Hg data. T he com

parison is shown in fig 2c. T he analysis of the 193Hg and 194Hg decay spectra is still 

in progress.

In conclusion, we have show n that the decay from the SD band in 192Hg starts off from
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a few initial states and is highly fragmented. We have measured of the order of 1000 

different first step transitions. The decay has been shown to be of statistical nature 

but it remains to be proven that Porter-Thomas fluctuations govern the distribution 

of the SD intensity among the different decay paths. This can be done by measuring 

the intensity distribution of the discrete transitions lying above 2 MeV which stem 

directly from the hot ND states. This analysis could then provide a direct measure of 

the onset of chaos in excited nuclear states. By studying the various components of 

the decay spectrum, we are able to extract the fundamental spectroscopic quantities 

for the SD band, such as excitation energy, spin and rarity. These quantities can help 

us check the assignments of yrast and excited SD bands and mearure the mixing of 

the SD and ND states. We can also study the statistical feeding via the single-step 

decays. Finally, we have direct access to the ND level density and the quenching of 

pairing with excitation energy and spin via the Fluctuation Analysis Method. The 

decay spectrum is thus a very good laboratory for the study of fundamental proper

ties of SD and ND nuclei and the study of the SD-to-ND shape transition.
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Superdeformation
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Rcccnt progress in the study of supeideformed nuclei is reviewed. Topics 
covered include: the onset of superdeformation in the mass 130*150 region; 
collective octupolc bands*, identical bands; and AI=2 staggering. Some 
comments about the futureof studies on superdcfonned nuclei arc included.

1. Introduction
This talk will consist of three parts: an introduction to the current situation regarding 

superdefonned bands; some recent highlights; and a quick look at the future. Due mainly to the 
large gamma-ray detectors coming into use, there is a lot going on in this area and I will not try 
include it all here. Rather, after a few general observations I will select several highlights and try 
to discuss those in some depth. Finally I will give niy thoughts as to the future of studying 
superdefonned nuclei.

My definition of superdeformation is rather broad and generally includes nuclei where the 
long axis is 1.5-2 times longer than the short axis. Typically this is a second minimum in the 
potential energy surface; the first having smaller (perhaps "normal") deformation. With this 
definition there are now five regions of superdeformation known in the heavier elements, having 
masses centered around 80, 130, 150, 190 and 240, the last of these being the fission isomers 
discovered more than 30 years ago. Altogether there are around 200 bands presently known in 
these five regions. The newest region is that around mass 80, where already some 20  bands are 
known in 10 nuclei. These bands show all the familiar properties seen in the heavier regions: 
assigned configurations, band crossings, identical bands, etc. It is an exciting area and Cyrus 
Baktash is going to talk about it tomorrow morning, so I will not discuss it further here.

There are some special properties in the mass 130-150 region that are interesting and 
perhaps unique. The other three superdefoimed regions mentioned above are well isolated from 
each other and transitions into or out of these regions involve changes in the occupation of 
several orbitals which do not occur easily. In fact, this morning we heard that in the mass 190 
region the decay out of the superdeformed bands is a statistical process that occurs through a 
small mixing of normal states into the superdeformed ones. Only in the mass 130-150 regions 
can we observe the onset of superdeformation orbit by orbit.

In the mass 130 region it is the N= 6  neutrons that trigger the onset of superdeformation, 

and this transition can be observed to occur in individual bands in 134Nd. Fig. 1, taken from a 
contribution by Petrache et al., shows several band energies in 134Nd (minus a rotational 
contribution). The normal deformation bands in this figure are sharply rising; whereas, the 
superdeformed bands are horizontal or slightly down sloping. Both bands 2  and 3 start out as 
normal bands and then undergo rearrangements, presumably involving the filling o f two N= 6 

neutrons, that induce the superdeformation. Another way to view this change is as a crossing of 
the normal and superdeformed bands with a reasonably large interaction so that the lower energy 
pieces of the two bands looks like a single band with a deformation change. In either picture the 
differences between the bands cannot be large - probably only the change of this pair of neutrons.

As we move up in N  and Z, the deformation increases in superdefonned bands, but not 
always smoothly. First the N= 6  protons are filled and then, above N=80, the N=7 neutrons fill. 
In both cases there is evidence that the key changes can occur within individual bands. Later 

today Zhu will talk about lifetimes in 144Gd, where a backbend at frequency about 0.45 MeV is
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Fig. 1 Rotational bands in 134Nd 
from the contribution of Pe^ache 
etal. Bands 2  and 3 appear to 
change character form normal 
deformed to highly ( super-) 
deformed.

0  10 2 0  30  4 0  50

i (ft)
shown to be associated with a change in deformation from £ = 0.45 to 0.51. Again a large shift in 
deformation occurs with apparendy a small configuration change that is associated with a pair of 
N= 6  protons. Similarly, in ,48Gd dc France et al., [1] have proposed that a backbend in one of 
the bands may be due to the occupation of the first N=7 neutrons. There is additional work in 
this region on Pm and Sm nuclei in abstracts to this Conference by Pfohl et al., and Jin et al.

This is a fascinating region where we can follow the evolution of deformation step by 
step from the normal deformed mass 130 region to the strongly superdeformed nuclei of the 
N=150 region. One can observe the effect of filling each of the key sets of intruder orbitals. 
This region offers an opportunity to learn about the microscopic origins of deformation effects.

2. Some Highlights
There are a lot of recent superdeformation highlights, one of which on links we heard 

about this morning and another on the mass 80 region we will hear about tomorrow. I will 
discuss three others: evidence for octupole effects; the news about identical bands; and the 
situation on AI=2 staggering. One other point I would like to mention here is the progress in 
identifying configurations in superdeformed bands. Mcttelson [2] emphasized here in Argonne 
eight years ago how important this is for understanding superdeformation. Not only does this 
place these nuclei in the TRS calculations (or vice versa), but it also gives the microscopic 
background for all the new and unusual effects we may hope to see. Fortunately there has been 
real progress in this area, and most bands in most nuclei have been assigned configurations.

Octupole Bands. Earlier this morning Dirk Schwalm presented some evidence for excited 
collective bands in the superdeformed fission isomers, and such bands have been predicted in 
other regions. Collective octupole excitations should be especially important in superdeformed
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nuclei due to the proximity of orbitals with both parities, as was also pointed out by Mottelson
[2] here in Argonne eight years ago. He emphasized particularly die Y31 "banana" shapes.

The first evidence for an octupole band in superdeformed nuclei came from Crowell et 

al.,[3] for a band in 190Hg that decayed to the lowest superdefonned band rather than to normally 
deformed states. The connecting transitions were shown to be stretched dipole, rather than 

quadrupole and, if E l, were about 10*3 Wu, which is typical for collective octupole states Li 

normal nuclei. Recently Nakatsukasa [4] has calculated the octupole effects in 190,192,194tig 
and he will discuss these calculations tomorrow morning. He has found impressive agreement 

with these l90Hg experimental results. In addition he predicts band crossings in 592Hg and there 
is evidence to support this, although the situation is not yet clear.

Nakatsukasa also predicts a small octupole-type signature splitting (odd spins lower) in 
!94Rg which inverts at higher frequencies due to non-collective quasi-particle admixtures. This 
is a very characteristic signature inversion for which we have found experimental evidence. Fig.
2  shows the situation. The plot is the signature splitting (ot=0 Routhian minus oc=l Routhian) vs. 
the rotational frequency, so that positive values indicate octupole-type splitting. There are two 
calculated lines: the upper for a constant pairing strength as a function of frequency; and the 
lo’ver for pairing that decreases at the higher frequencies. The data points are connected by a line 
and fall rather convincingly between the two pairing limits of the calculations. The initial 
octupole-type splitting and the later downturn (toward signature inversion) in both data and 
calculations are clear. The sensitivity to the pairing is surprising and it seems likely that a good 
fit to the data could be achieved by an intermediate value for the pairing. We take this agreement 
to be rather strong support for octupole effects in these excited bands of 194Hg.

Frequency (MeY)

Fig. 2  Signature splitting in I94Hg compared with calculations of Nakatsukasa.
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In summary, there are two pieces of evidence for octupole effects in these superdeformed 

Hg nuclei: the connecting transitions in 190Hg and the signature splitting in 194Hg. Work is 

underway to see if  192Hg fits this pattern and it looks promising at present Tomorrow, Azaiez 

will also report some new evidence for octupole bands in ^ P b .  ‘This has become a "hot" lopic 
now as we try to establish the types and strength of the octupole effects in superdeformed nuclei.

Identical Bunds. The identical bands are a rather long-standing puzzle in nuclear structure 
physics and significant progress has been made recently. There are two aspects of these bands 
that are necessary in our definition of "identical". First, the moments of inertia, dl/dco, have to be 
equal (and some people already call such bands “identical") and second, there must be a 
relationship between the gamma-ray transition energies in the two bands. Either these energies 
must be equal or they must fall at the one-quarter, half, or three-quarter point of the interval 
between transition energies in the other band. These points arise because they are the allowed 
points on a single I vs. to line due to the quantization o f spin (where the interval between 
transitions in each band is 2K). Thus, if confined to this single line, a band in an even-mass 
nucleus (having integer spin) would always fall at the zero or half points of the interval 
(assuming an even-even reference nucleus); whereas one in an odd-mass nucleus would fall at 
the quarter or three-quarter point. Since we generally do not know the spins in superdeformed 
bands, the above "identical" relationship only implies that the bands lie on parallel lines that are 
the same (as assumed above) or are shifted in spin by integer or half-integer values. Half-integer 
shifts invert the even- and odd-mass relationships given above. These shifts in spin at a given 
frequency are called “alignments" and identical bands, in our definition, imply quantized 
alignments (in integer or half-integer values).

The first important question about identical bands is: do they occur more often than 
expccted if alignments are random. The answer from an analysis of superdeformed bands in the 
mass-190 region [5] seems to be that they do. The next important question is; what are the 
alignments, and to answer this question one must know the spins. This is an area where important

progress has recently been made with the discovery of 
linking transitions. The spins of superdeformed bands 
in the mass-190 region were first proposed from model- 
dependent analyses of the rotational energies [6 ]. These 

indicated that a number of bands identical to 192Hg had 
alignments very close to one. The recent discovery [7] 

of links between two superdeformed bands in ,94Hg 
and the known states near the ground state have been 
extended by Hackman this morning, establishing the 
partial level scheme shown in Fig. 3 which determines 
the spins of this superdeformed band as indicated. 
These agree with those from the rotational-eneigy 
analyses and show that this band, which is identical to 

the yrast SD band in 192Hg, has a relative alignment of 
one. This is not so easy to understand, because either 
"no change” or "several small compensating changes" 
would result in an alignment close to zero. It may 
involve some new physics, as has been discussed [8 ].

Another important advance coming with the large 
arrays is the ability to make precise relative lifetime 
measurements. When comparing recoiling nuclei of the 

Fig. 3 Level scheme of l94Hg. same atomic number, made in the same reaction and

SO band 3
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Table-1: Precise Quadrupole Moments of Identical Bands.

Ref. Nucleus (band # ) Relative Qi (exp) PI firtt Deformation

* 192H g 16.6(10)
r e f l94Hg (3) 16.7(10) 1.00(9) Same

* l” Hg 17.2(13)
ref10 l*3Tig (1-5) 13.8-14.7(8) 0.83(8) Different

ls2Dy 17.5(7)
ref1 15lDy (4) 17.5(10) 1.00(7) Same

** 152Dy 17.5(2)
H9Gd (4) 17.5(6) 1.05(4) Different?

ref2 H8Gd (5) 17.8(13) 1.07(7) Different?

132Ce 7.4(3)'
ref3 l31Ce (4) 8.5(4) 1.15(7) Different

131Ce 7.4(4)
ref3 13aCe (2) 7.3(3) . 0.99(7) Same

recoiling in the same backing material, the large uncertainties associated with stopping times 
cancel out and the relative precision can be 5%  or better. These lifetimes give the transition 
quadrupole moments and, assuming axial symmetry, the deformations. Another interesting 
question about two identical bands is whether they have the same deformations, and we can 
begin to answer that question. In Table 1 are collected all the precise data on relative lifetimes 
that are currently available. It is pretty clear that for three pairs of identical bands the 
deformations are the same within the accuracy of the measurements. In two cases the 
defoimations are very likely different, and in the sixth case, the two gadolinium bands are similar 
to each other, but probably different than the identical band in l52Dy. Note that some of these 
data are still preliminary (*) and for one set ( * * )  the nuclei have different atomic numbers and 
were made in different reactions. Nevertheless, it seems likely that identical bands do not always 
have the same deformation.

The conclusion seems to be that identical bands do not necessarily have all properties the 
same or very similar. This rules out the simplest picture of such bands, namely that essentially 
nothing changes. In the case of the deformations, the effects of the observed changes on the 
transition energies must be compensated by other effects, but whether these compensations are 
accidental or systematic (implying something new) is not clear. The situation for alignments is 
different. The alignment shifts to a completely different (though integer) value and is not likely 
the result of compensations of several small effects. Either it is a complete accident or due to 
some new physics. More data on other cases should tell us which. The identical bands are still a 
puzzle; however, we are now making progress toward a solution.

AI=2 Staggering. One of the exciting recent events in high-spin physics was the 
announcement by Flibotte et al., [14] of a regular staggerir 7  pattern in the transition energies of 
one of the superdeformed bands in *49Gd. States differing by four units of angular momentum 
were found to have small similar shifts in energy of about 60 eV compared to a smooth rotational 
sequence. Since that time several apparently similar cases were reported in the literature. One
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proposed explanation of a long regular staggering o f  this type was based on a deformed shape 
with a component having C4  symmetry. However, some of the observed patterns were not so 

long or regular and might be explained more simply by a crossing of two bands. Since the 
former explanation involves entirely new and unexpected physics and the latter would be quite 
puzzling without evidence for the crossing band, it is important to check the data and that has 
been underway very recently.

Some of the data that gave evidence for long regular staggering sequences came from 

three superdeformed.bands of l^ 4Hg, which were studied by Cederwall et al [15]. This 
experiment has been repeated and Krucken will talk about the results tomorrow morning. He 

concludes that there is no clear evidence in ,94Hg for long regular staggering patterns, although 
there are very likely short irregularities in some bands. New measurements have also been made 

on the other cases of staggering reported. These confirmed the original 149Gd long regular 
stagger [16], but the other two similar cases were not reproduced. The remaining cases did not 
involve long sequences and thus look more like band crossings. So up until last week there was 
only one case of long regular staggering remaining -- the original one.

Today Stephane Flibotte gave me some preliminary results on a new superdeformed band 

in 148Eu coming from a Gammasphere experiment mn only last week. This nucleus was chosen 

because it has one proton less than 14?Gd and, if the proton hole is in the [301 ] 1 /2 orbital, a band 

identical to the one with the staggering in 149Gd should result. Whether this band also has the 
staggering is an intriguing question. The result is shown in Fig. 4. There appears to be a rather 

long staggering sequence with, however, a phase opposite to that in 149Gd. These experiments

Fig. 4  Staggering plot for 

148Eu from Flibotte et al.

w ' o . 3 5  0 .4 5  0 .5 5  0 .6 5  0 .7 5

Rotational Frequency (MeV)

are difficult and it is still very early, but this is a spectacular, albeit puzzling, result.
The cause of such long regular staggering sequences, as well as that of the shorter 

sequences, is not clear. One problem is that a C4  symmetry in the nuclear shape may not always 
generate long regular sequences, so that even for the shorter sequences one could not rule out C4 

effects. This is a fascinating problem and, with the large arrays, it is progressing rapidly.

3. The Future
There are many exciting things going on right now concerning superdeformed nuclei and 

a lot o f open questions. We now have a good idea of configurations for most bands, providing a 
framework to look for new and unexpected phenomena. The study of linking transitions is just
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beginning. Our study of excited collective bands in these nuclei is developing rapidly. I 
discussed octupole excitations and Peter Twin will tell us about some other types of collective 
excitations later in this session. We have also taken a big step forward in understanding identical 
bands and probably have the tools now to solve this long standing puzzle. The mystery of AI=2 
staggering is deepening, however even if this phenomenon is just band crossing it is interesting 
Why do we not see the crossing bands?

There are other still more open questions regarding superdeformed bands. We can study 
shape evolution, step by step, in the mass 130-150 regions, perhaps helping us understand the 
decay mechanisms and if or where non-statistical effects show up in these decays. 
Understanding nuclear pairing is a challenge and the superdefonned nuclei can provide different 
insights. If there are higher multipoles in the pairing they are likely to show up in superdefonned 
nuclei due to the different mixture of orbits at the Fermi surface. Dynamic pairing is a real 
mystery and the large shell gaps coupled with the regular high spin states provide a very different 
approach to its study. And finally two continua exist; feeding and decay. The feeding is 
different than that in the normally deformed nuclei — due to the lower giant dipole resonance, for 
example. The decay out is a completely new unresolved spectrum. It promises systematic 
information on mixing matrix elements, level densities and information on both statistical and 
(perhaps) non-statistical transition probabilities as a function of excitation energy and spin. 
These continua are a reservoir of new phenomena.

Superdeformed nuclei provide unique information on all the topics mentioned above. It 
is currently an exciting area with many directions to explore. The new arrays provide the access 
into these mysteries. For superdefonned nuclei, resolving power delivers!
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Abstract

The approximate panicle number theory for density dependent forces is sketched, 
the theory is applied to discuss properties of the superdeformed ground state and 
excited bands of 192Hg. The force used in the calculations is the finite range density 
dependent Gogny force. The agreement with the a/ailable experimental results is very 
satisfactory.

The most popular approaches to describe high spin phenomena -we restrict ourselves to 

descriptions within the cranking model- have been the mean-field (Woods-Saxon or Nilsson) 
plus Strutinsky shell corrections [1] and the self-consistent Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov (HFB) 

one.
Within the HFB approaches the most successful calculations have been performed with 

density dependent huniltonians. The most popular, because of its simplicity, is the Skyrme 

force, most of the calculations have been performed by Bonche et al. [2, 3, 4] with the 
SkM* parametrization. Recently the Gogny force [6 , 7, 8 ] has been also applied to high 
spin problems at normal deformations [9] and to superdeformed shapes [10, 11]. Relativistic 

mean field calculations [1 2 ] has been also very successful in the description of superdeformed 

bands.
In these calculations Lagrange multipliers were used to adjust on the average the particle 

number and the angular momentum, the so-called cranked HFB approximation (CHFB). 

It turned out [9], however, that in spite of the finite range of the force, the condition of 

conserving the particle number on the average was not enough and a sharp phase transition 

was found, contrary to what one would expect for a finite system. The same results were 

obtained with the Skyrme force either with a pure monopole pairing or with a density 

dependent pairing force in the particle-particle channel. To remedy this problem one has to 

introduce further correlations as those present in mean field approaches, i.e. ones has to go 

beyond the mean field approximation. The ideal treatment of pairing correlations in nuclei 

is particle number projection before the variation [13].

An exact particle number projection at high spin is rather complicated and up to now 

it has only been applied to separable forces [16]. On the other hand, the semi-classical 

recipe of solving the mean field equations with a constraint on the corresponding symmetry 

operator can be derived as the first order approach of a full quantum-mechanical expansion 

(the Kamlah expansion) [17] of the projected quantities. The second order in this expansion 

takes into account the particle number fluctuations and might cure some of the deficiencies
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of the first order approximation. However, full calculations up to second order are rather

second order calculations have been done using the Lipkin-Nogami (LN) recipe originally 

proposed in Refs. [19, 20, 21]. We shall now display the corresponding equations for a 

density dependent hamiltonian. For a derivation see [26].

The projected energy to second order is given by

The last term in this equation is a consequence of the density dependence of the hamiltonian 

and does not appear in the standard derivation of the Lipkin-Nogami approximation. The

experimentally in refs. [2 2 , 23] and theoretically in [24] with the Skyrme force and in [25]

the plain cranked HFB theory (CHFB) [9].

In fig. 1 , left hand side, we show the angular momentum dependence of the charge 

quadrupole moment, Q0, for the superdeformed ground band of the nucleus 192Hg. The 

CHFBLN and the CHFB results differ mostly at low spins where the pairing correlations 

are larger. As a function of the angular momentum we observe first an increase of the 

quadrupole'moment due to a reduction of the pairing correlations and then a decrease of Qq. 
This anti-stretching effect is caused by the Coriolis force. In spite of the different values of 

the CHFB and the CHFBLN approaches, specially at low spins, both predictions coincide 

with the experimental value (18.6 ± 1 .4  eb) [2 2 ] within the experimental errors. The nucleus 

is axially symmetric, i.e. 7  =  0 , ftr all spin values.

In the right hand side of fig. 1  we display the transition energies versus the angular 

momentum for the superdeformed ground band. The agreement with the experimental data

cumbersome and just a simple model calculation has been carried out up to now [18]. Most

=  (H ) -  h2((A N )2) +  h ^ N - i N ) )  +  h2 ( N - ( f f ) ) 2, (1)

with (A) =  ( $ |A |$ ) .  In a full variation after projection method one should vary eq. (1). 

In the Lipkin-Nogami prescription, however, the coefficient hz is held constant during the 

variation, the resulting equation is much simpler [15], one has to minimize

Bproj =  (H) -  h ( ( A N ) 2) (2)

with the constraint

(N)  =  N. (3)

For density dependent forces the coefficient /12 takes the form

=  (U -  (H )(A N )2) — (ii  -  (H) AN ) ((A N )3)/((A N )2) 

~  ((ANY) ~  ((AiV) 2) 2 -  ((A N )*)*/((A N )2)
(4)

with

(5)

presence of this term might be very important for forces with density dependent pairing.

We have applied the LN formalism with the Gogny force to study the superdeformed 

ground state band and one excited band of the nucleus 192Hg. These bands have been study

with the Wood Saxon plus Strutinsky method. In the calculations we are using the standard 

j3S1 parametrization set [8 ]. In all our results we shall also present the ones obtained with
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Figure 1 : Left hand side, the charge quadrupole moment of the superdeformed ground 

band for 192Hg, CHFB (full circles), CHFBLN (open circles), versus de angular moment. 
Right hand side, the transition energies, CHFB (circles), CHFBLN (diamonds), experiment 

(squares), [2 2 ].

is good in the CHFBLN approach, in the CHFB one obtain too lower values. The reason 

for it is again the smallness of the pairing correlation in the CHFB approach (the transition 

energy is inverse proportional to the moment of inertia).

In fig. 2 , the second moment of inertia as a function of the angular frequency is 

represented. Here, as in the previous picture, the CHFB results are in poor agreement with 
the experiment. At small spin values the moment of inertia is too large and the neutron 
alignment sets in too early. The CHFBLN results, however, are in very good agreement 

with the experimental results, the correlations induced by the approximate particle number 
projection produce the desired effect, namely, to diminish the moment of inertia at small 

spin values and to delay the alignment to higher spin values.
We find that the orbitals responsible for the alignment at hu «  0.4 MeV in 192 Hg is the 

i/[761]|. The proton alignment take place at higher frequencies (Ikj «  0.45) and it is due to 

the tt[642] |orbital.
Concerning the excited bands of 192Hg, we shall show CHFBLN results concerning the 

so-called band 3 in the literature [23], a band of negative parity. The theoretical description 

is based in the blocked CHFBLN theory. We have found two signature partner bands (we 

call them C\ and Cz), which transition energies agree very well with the experimental data. 

Band C\ is obtained by blocking of the lowest quasineutron states of negative signature in the 

positive and negative parity channels, band C2 is obtained by blocking of the lowest positive 

parity quasineutron with positive signature and the lowest negative parity quasineutron with 

negative signature. The experimental transition energies agree slightly better with band C\ 
than with band C-2 - In fig. 3a we display the charge quadrupole moment of this bands, it is 

rather constant as compared with the ground band and about 1.5 (eb) smaller than this one. 

As we can see both bands have almost identical deformation. The bands are also axially
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Figure 2: Second moment of inertia for the superdeformed ground band of 192Hg. Squares 
for the experimental data [22], full circles for the CHFB approach and open ones for the 

CHFBLN theory.

symmetric ( 7  =  0 ).

In fig. 3b we show the results for the second moment of inertia as well as the experimental 

data [23]. Experimentally the moment of inertia grows gradually up to fuo =  0.3 MeV, 

from this point on a sharp increase take place, producing an upbend at tko =  0.33 MeV. 

These features are nicely reproduce by bands C i and C .̂ If we identify band C\ with the 

experimentally measured band 3 it is not clear to us why the signature partner band has not 

been measured.

In conclusion, the ground state band and the superdeformed band 3 of the nucleus 192Hg 

have been study within the approximate particle number projected theory with the density 

dependent Gogny force. Global properties as well as sensitive properties as the second 

moment of inertia are very well reproduced, specially within the CHFBLN approximation. 

We believe that the Gogny forces w;th the approximate particle number projected mean field 

theory provides a good description of nuclear properties under a large variety of situations.
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Figure 3: Left hand side, theoretical values of bands C\ and Ci for the diarge quadrupole 

moment of band 3 of 192Hg. Right hand side, second moments of inertia for band 3 of 192Hg.
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Abstract: The excited superdeformed band (band 5) in 1S0Gd has a discontinuity (back-bend) 
in the smooth variation of gamma-ray energy with spin at around 1 MeV. It has been 
established that the band also has a decay branch that is probably a continuation of band 5 
below the back-bend. Gamma-rays have been identified which link band 5 with the yrast 
superdeformed band in 150Gd.

1. Introduction

There are four strongly excited superdeformed (SD) bands1) in ,50Gd. The strongest (SD2) 
at 50%  intensity of the yrast SD band is associated with a proton excitation from the low N 

[30l]Vz orbital into the high N [651]3/2. SD band 3 and 4  are signature parties and they 
exhibit 3 (21 moments of inertia similar to the yrast SD band in U9Gd and thus they are 
associated with neutron excitations from the high N [770]V£ orbital into the [402]s/2 orbitals. 
This report concerns SD band 5 which has an intensity of 38%  relative to the yrast SD band 

and an 3 <2) of a large magnitude similar to that of the yrast SD band in 152Dy. In addition the 
7 ~ray energies are within 1 - 2  keV of those in ,S2Dy at the highest energies. These data have 
led to the proposal2) that IS0Gd SD band 5 is associated with a two proton excitation from 
the [301]V£ orbital into the [651]3/2 orbital. The 7 -ray energies slowly diverge from those in 
152Dy as the spin of the band decreases until there is a discontinuity or back-bend at a 7 -ray 

energy of just below 1 MeV. This feature is unusual in SD bands in the A  = 150 region, the 
other examples have been interpreted as neutron pairing effects in 150Gd band 1 3) and M9Gd 
band 2 4,s); proton pairing alignments 6) in 144Gd band 1; and an interaction ^  between the 

neutron [651]V£ and [642]5/2 orbitals (146, 147, 148Gd). In the case of Gd SD band 5 it has been 

suggested *) that the back-bend is linked to proton pair excitation.
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The excited SD bands in l50Gd have been investigated in an experiment at Gammasphere 

(with 84  detectors installed) using the 130Te (“ Mg, 6 n) reaction on 2 tellurium foils of 

thickness 500 |ig  cm'2 on 500^g  cm'2 gold with a thin layer of aluminium to prevent migration 

of the tellurium. Over 10p events were recorded with unsuppressed fold greater than 5. 
Analysis has focussed on setting three selection conditions and thus using data with at least 

four coincidence 7 -rays. Details of the decay scheme around the back-bend have been 

established and links between SD bands 5 and 1 have been identified 8).

600
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Figure 1. Spectrum of SD band 5 in tS0Gd obtained by setting three gates on 7-rays in the 
band from 1047 keV to 1450 keV. The gamma-rays with energies of 815 keV, 850 keV, 889 
keV, 930 keV and 1014 keV are identical to 7-rays in the yrast SD band (band 1) of ,50Gd. 
Gamma-rays marked with an asterisk (*) are associated with the decay out of the band into 
normally deformed states.

2. The back-bend in 15DGd

The spectrum of 150Gd SD band 5 shown in figure 1 has been obtained by setting 3 gates on 

7 -rays between 1047 keV and 1450 keV (except 1098 keV as this is very similar to the 

energy of a 7 -ray in the yrast SD band). The major intensity flow is via the doublets at 996, 

999  keV and 966, 969 keV followed by the 911 keV transition. There are other 7 -rays in the 

spectrum which are not observed in other SD bands and therefore are probably not associated 

with the decay out via normally deformed states. These include 7-rays with energies identical
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to those at the lower spin end of the yrast band which will be discussed later and those at 

856, 901 and 948 keV. The later transition is close to the strong 950 keV decay between 
normally deformed states but this decay is only very weakly seen in spectra obtained for other 

superdeformed bands in l50Gd.

A spectrum with two gates on SD band 5 on or above the 1047 keV transition and one gate 
on the 901 keV transition shows that this 7 -ray is in coincidence with the 999 keV member 
of the higher energy doublet and weakly with the 966 member of the lower - energy doublet. 

However it is not in coincidence the two other members of those doublets. It is concluded 
that it is parallel with the 969 keV 7 -ray as shown in the decay scheme proposed in figure 2. 
The 948 keV and 856 keV 7 -rays are in coincidence with the 901 keV transition and thus they 
are placed with the 901 keV as a continuation of SD band 5 below the band crossing. The 
intensities of the four members of the back-bend doublets have been estimated from a series
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Figure 2. Decay scheme of SD band 5 in 150Gd showing the proposed continuation of the 
band below the band crossing and the transitions linking SD bands 5 and 1.
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of spectra including those with the final condition being a narrow gate on one of the doublet 
members. These show that the intensities of the 966, 969 and 996 keV transitions are 

approximately equal and that the difference between these intensities and that of the 999 keV 

is equal to that of the 901 keV y-ray. Thus there appears to be no loss of total intensity 
around the back-bend. The level scheme is consistent with a strong interaction between two 

levels of spin 38+ which are separated by 6 8  keV (fig. 2) whereas their unperturbed separation 
is 5 - 10 keV. Adjacent levels in the band would have much larger unperturbed separations 
and thus have much smaller perturbations of a few keV. Thus the level scheme in figure 2 

is consistent with an accidental degeneracy of two states which have different SD 
configurations and thus it may not be a pairing interaction as previously 2) suggested.

3. Decays between band 5 and band 1

The spectrum (figure 1) of SD band 5 in 150Gd indicates the presence of the lowest four 
transitions (815, 850, 889 and 930 keV) of the yrast SD band. The next members are the 972 

keV transition, which is not fully resolvable from the 966/969 keV doublet, and the 1014 keV 
transition which is weaker. Higher energy members are not observable in the spectrum. The 
intensities of the lowest 4  band 1 7 -rays are each approximately 24%  of the intensity of band
5. Gamma-rays linking bands 5 and 1 were identified from spectra generated by setting two 

gates on band 5 and one gate on band 1. In figure 3a the spectrum has two gates from 999  
keV to 1450 keV on bard 5 and one gate from 850 keV to 930 keV on band 1 whereas in 
figure 3b the gates on band 5 have been restricted to 1149 to 1450 keV and that on band 1 
extended up to 1057 keV. A series of 7 transitions from 1382 keV up to 1649 keV are 
observed in these spectra. The 1381 keV 7-ray is much stronger in figure 3a which has gates 
extending down to 999 keV and the higher energy transitions are stronger in figure 3b where 
the gates on band 1 are extended to the higher energies. These transitions indicate 
unambiguously that the bands are linked as shown in figure 2. The 7 -ray energies are 
consistent with this interpretation and it is possible that the links extend to even higher spins. 
The decay between the bands occurs at spins above the back-bend and it appears to stop at 
'he back-bend. This is at variance with the initial suggestion that the inter-band decays were 
initiated by the back-bend. The linking transitions are currently being further investigated to 
establish their intensities and to measure angular correlation information which should give 
definite information on the multipolarity of the transitions. In fig. 2 the transitions are 
assumed to be of E2 character and the spins of the states to be even. These assignments are 

based on the identity of the 7 -ray energies with those of the yrast SD band in ,52Dy. However 
these spin assignments are two lower than currently assumed 7) for the yrast SD band in 

152Dy. If confirmed by the multipolarity information it shows that the spins of all SD bands 
with four N = 6  protons should be 2h lower relative to Tb and Gd SD bands with two and 

three N = 6  protons.

The intensity data should enable conclusions about the character of band 5 and that of the 

Unking transitions.

Support for this project is acknowledged from the UK EPSRC and the US DOE Nuclear 
Physics Division.
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Figure 3. Spectra of SD band 5 in ,50Gd showing linking transitions to SD band 1. a) Two 
gates are set on transitions in band 5 from 999 keV to 1451 keV (except 1098 keV) and one 
gate on transitions in band 1 from 850 keV to 930 keV. b) Two gates are set on transitions 
in band 5 from 1150 keV to 1451 keV and one gate on transitions in band 1 from 850 keV 
to 1057 keV (except 972 keV).
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We are presently investigating the properties of superdefonned (SD) nuclear 

states in the A = 150 mass region. For that purpose, we use the cranked HFB method 

in which pairing correlations are treated dynamically by means of the Lipkin-Nogami 

prescription [1]. Our goal is to take advantage of the large amount of experimental 

data to test the predictive power of our microscopic approach and of the effective 

interaction.

In the present communication, we focus on 1B2Dy  and 1B3Dy for which there 

are recent experimental data. In particular lifetime measurements have allowed to 

extract electric quadrupole moments. The new Skyrme effective force SLy4 is used 

to describe the nucleon-nucleon interaction [2 ], while for the pairing channel we use 

a density-dependent zero-range interaction.

The SLy4 interaction is based on a complete study of symmetric and very asym

metric infinite nuclear matters. It improves older Skyrme parametrization with 

respect to the isospin dependence of nuclear properties. It makes use of more re

alistic ingredients such as the incompressibility modulus which has a too large 

value in SIII for instance; also, the spin-orbit strength is adjusted on the neutron 
states of 208P 6 .

Pairing correlations are generated by a density-dependent zero-range interaction. 

Its intensity is chosen to reproduce the experimental dynamical moment of inertia 

of the yrast band in 1B0Gd, There is also a 5 MeV energy cut-off in the valence 

single particle space which limits the active pairing field in the vicinity of the Fermi 

energy.

As in our previous publications we used extensively the Skm* parametrization 

of the Skyrme force, we first compare the dynamical moment of inertia of 1S0Gd 

and 1S2Dy calculated both with Skm* and Sly4 to the experimental data. As shown 

in Fig.l, Sly4 leads to equally good or better results with respect to Skm*. In 

both cases, the magnitude of the moment of inertia is slightly overestimated. 

Both forces give similar values for the charge quadrupole moments. In 1B2Dy we 

obtain 17.5 eb, which agrees with experiment [3]. At the present time, there is no 

experimental value for 1B0Gd. For this nucleus, SkM* and SLy4 predict very similar 

values, 16 eb [1 ] and 16.2 eb respectively. In what follows, we only present results 

obtained with Sly4.

In Table 1, we compare calculated charge quadrupole moments with the available 

experimental data for yrast bands. Indeed lifetime measurements of superdeformed 

bands in 148-149G<£ and 152Dy have been recently performed' through the Doppler 

Shift Attenuation Method (DSAM) with the Eurogam array in Strasbourg [3]. Yrast
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Figure 1: Dynamical moment of inertia calculated with SkM* and SLy4.

bands and some excited bands have been analysed and quadrupole moments were 
deduced. The different yrast band quadrupole moments are related to the different 

occupancy of the Ligh-N orbitals [4J. The calculated values agree remarkably well 

with the data.

Nucleus Q T  (eb) Q f  (eb)

1S2Dy 17.5 17.5

149Gd 15.0 15.5

liBGd 14.6 15.2

Table 1.

To extract further informations on deformation, lifetime measurements of SD 

identical bands belonging to nnclei differing by only one neutron, 15ZDy and X62Dy, 
have been performed with the Gammasphere array in Berkeley [5]. The two nuclei 

were produced in the same fusion-evaporation reaction 12i Sn(S4Si, 5n —6 n )1S3-1B2Dy 

at a beam energy of 175 MeV.
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Figure 2: Experimental (left) and calculated (right) dynamical moments of inertia 

of 163Dy (bands 2 and 3) and 152Dy (yrast).

The first two excited bands in 153 Dy (bands 2 and 3) have their moment of inertia 
identical to that of the yrast band of 162Dy (see Fig.2). Their transition energies 

are lying at the 1/4 and 3/4 points of those of the 152Dy yrast band. This feature 
suggests the same occupancy of intruder orbitals for these 3 bands. Therefore, the 

last unpaired neutron should lie in an orbital with no signature splitting; Looking 

to Fig. 3, the best candidates are the [402]5/2±, [514]9/2dh and [521]3/2db orbitals. 

As there is no evidence of band interactions in the moment of inertia of those 

two excited bands in 163Dy, the most probable orbitals are the [402]5/2± ones.

On the other hand, the yrast band in 153Dy has no signature partner. Therefore, 

its last unpaired neutron most probably occupies the intruder orbital [761]3/2“ . For 

this band, the calculation shows tha.t this configuration lies 400 keV lower than the 

two excited bands. We found for this band a pattern typical of a band crossing 

around a rotational frequency of 550 keV, which is not found in the data. This 

feature is probably related to the large number of negative parity orbitals in the 

vicinity of the Fermi level. Further analysis is required before drawing any definite 

conclusions.

On the right-hand side of Fig. 2, we show the calculated moment of inertia of the 

excited bands of 1B3Dy. They are remarkably equal, however they are significantly 

smaller than that of 1S2Dy, in contrast with experiment. This deviation suggests 

that a careful analysis of other configurations is necessary to confirm the present 

assignement in 1S3Dy.
The quadrupole moments of these three bands are displayed in Fig. 4. As the 

two excited bands of 153Dy are build on degenerate signature partner orbitals, they 

have the same quadrupole moment. The quadrupole moment of the 1S2Dy yrast
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Rotational frequency (MeV)

Figure 4: Proton deformations for the identicals bands 152D i/(l), 1S3Dy(2 ) ,153Dy(3).

band is larger. This can be related to the behavior of the [402]5/2 orbital as a 
function of deformation.

As the two nuclei were produced in the samj reaction, the ratios of quadrupole 
moments can be extracted unambiguously. The theoretical values agree within the 

error bars with the experimental numbers, as shown in Table 2.

Nucleus
1MDs

Rlh =  %53o7 % 
**0

-Reap — ?S2D,%  
**0

1S3Dy(yrast) 101.7 99.5 (3.4)

™Dy( 2) 98.6 96.8 (3.4)

™ Dy( 3) 98.6 98.4 (3.4)

Table 2.

In summary, microscopic calculations based on the SLy4 parametrization of the 

Skyrme force prove to be very powerful for a detailed analysis of the structure of 

SD bands in the A =150 mass region.
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The lifetimes of states in Superdeformed (SD) bands 
in 192,194Hg, 151,152 Dy, and ,SIT b  have been measured 
using the Doppler *;Iaic attenuation method. Intrinsic 
quadrupole moments Qo have been extracted for SD 
bands in these nuclei. It was fovad that the quadrupole 
moments for the “identical” SD bands in these nuclei are 
the same. In the A=150 region, changes were found in 
the Qo values as a  function of the number of high-N in
truder orbitals. Changes are present also for excited SD 
bands with the same high-N content. Recent calculations 
account for most of the observations in the A=150 region.

I. IN T R O D U C T IO N

Following the discovery of a band of coincident 
7  rays with nearly constant energy separation in 
152Dy [1], the large deformation associated with this 
band was established [2] with a lifetime measure
ment. With the discovery of similar bands in this 
mass region, lifetime measurements confirmed their 
superdeformed character. Similarly, the large de
formation associated with a band in 191Hg [3] was 
confirmed with lifetime measurements. The limited 
sensitivity of the early generation of 7-ray detection 
arrays, however, restricted lifetime measurements to 
the most strongly populated (yrast) SD bands. With 
the new generation detector arrays coming online, the 
possibility of performing detailed lifetime measure
ments on excited SD bands has become a reality.

One of the most intriguing aspects of superdeform
ation is the existence of pairs of “identical” SD bands

[4]. These bands have 7-ray energies that are equal 
or exhibit a simple relationship to each other (i.e., 
energies in one band fall at the mid-point energies in 
the other). Of interest to the present work are two 
spectacular examples of identical SD bands in both 
the A=150 and A=190 regions; band 4 of 151Dy has 
7-ray energies that fall almost exactly at the mid
point energies of band 1 of 152Dy, and the 7-ray en
ergies of 194Hg band 3 are identical to those in 192Hg 
band 1 over nearly the entire energy range [4]. The 
equality of the 7-ray energies requires that the nuc
lear moments of inertia to be equal to ~  0.2%. With 
the improved resolving power provided by the new 
arrays, it now becomes possible to perform precise 
lifetime measurements which may shed light on the 
properties of the identical bands.

I I . M E A S U R E M E N T S  IN  T H E  A = 1 9 0  
R E G IO N

A . E x p e rim e n ta l co n d itio n s

In order to establish the relative deformations asso
ciated with SD bands, care must be taken to minim
ize systematic uncertainties, especially those associ
ated with stopping powers. We have used (48Ca,4n) 
reactions on 148Nd and 150Nd targets to measure life
times in the SD bands of 192Hg and 194Hg, respect
ively. The beams were supplied by the 88 inch cyclo
tron at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. In 
each case, the Nd targets were 1.0 mg/cm2 thick and 
the recoiling nuclei were slowed down and brought
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to rest in Au backings. For the 192Hg measurement, 
the beam energy of 205 MeV results in a calculated 
mid-target vo/c = 0.0230, lmax =  477L, and E* = 19 
MeV. In the case of 194Hg the beam energy of 202 
MeV results in vo/c =  0.0226, lmax =  45ft, and E* = 
21 MeV. It is important to note that since the same 
stopping material was used and the velocity profiles 
and nuclear charges are the same for both 192Hg and 
194Hg, the difference in stopping powers is negligible.

The 7 rays were measured at Gammasphere dur
ing two separate beamtimes. The first experiment 
was performed at a time when Gammasphere con
sisted of 55 detcctors arranged into 11 angular rings, 
ranging from 17° to 163° with respect to the beam 
direction. Approximately 1 x 109 triples and higher 
fold events were recorded for both 192Hg and 194Hg. 
The second experiment was performed when 85 de
tectors were present in Gammasphere and were ar
ranged into 16 angular rings ranging from 32® to 
163° with respect to the beam direction. In this 
beamtime, some 1.8 x 10s quadruple and higher fold 
events were recorded for 194Hg.

B. Analysis and results

Angle sorted spectra were constructed by combin
ing double gates set on stopped and nearly stopped 
transitions at the bottom of each of the SD bands. 
Care was taken to ensure that consistent gating con
ditions were applied to each of the SD bands studied. 
Ab is customary for this type of measurement, frac
tions of the full Doppler shift F (r) were extracted 
from the spectra using the first order relation

F(r ) =
{ }  E 7 o A > c o s  O’

where is the centroid of the 7 -ray energy distri
bution as measured in a detector located at angle 9 
v.ith respect to the beam direction, E-,o is the un
shifted 7-ray energy, and /?o is the mid-target initial 
recoil velocity.

In order to extract the intrinsic quadrupole mo
ments Qo for the various SD bands, computer simu
lations of the 7-decay of the recoiling nuclei were per
formed using the code FIT.J'TAU. The simulations all 
used stopping powers obtained from the 1995 ver
sion of the code TRIM by Ziegler [5]. The simplest 
version of. the simulation makes the following basic 
assumptions: (1) the Qo values are constant within 
a given SD band, and the partial decay rate T  (in 
ps-1) of a band member of spin I  is described within 
the rotational model by the expression:

where R, is the 7-ray energy in MeV, (2) the side- 
feeding into each SD state has exactly the same time 
structure as the main band, (3) any delay in feed
ing a band was approximated by a one-step delay. 
This model (referred to as model I) then describes 
the band in terms of two fit parameters, namely Qc 
and r ^ y  and a two-dimensional x2 minimization 
was performed.

In addition to the model described above, a more 
realistic model (model II) of the sidefeeding was also 
used in the analysis. In this model, the sidefeed
ing is assumed to consist of rotational bands hav
ing the same moment of inertia (7-ray energies) as 
the main cascade. All sidefeeding cascades were as
sumed to have a common quadiupole moment Qsf 
with additional one-step feeding delays (raeiay) at 
the top. Furthermore, the number of transitions in 
the sidefeeding cascades was assumed to be propor
tional to he length of the main cascade above the 
state of interest. Three fit parameters were therefore 
used in this case, Qo, Qj.p, and Tddav, and a three- 
dimensional x2 minimization was performed.

The results of the centroid shift analysis are 
presented in table I, and examples of fits to I92Hg 
band 1 are shown in Fig. 1. From these results it 
is clear that model II gives much better fits to tie 
data. This is an indication that the simple treat
ment of sidefeeding used in model I  is inadequate to 
describe the complicated feeding patterns of the SD 
bands. The values of Qs f  obtained from model II 
fits to the data are significantly lower than those in 
the main band. However, given the incomplete know
ledge of the “true” characteristics of the sidefeeding 
and the assumptions that went into this model (i.e. 
same number of transitions in SF cascades), it 
would be premature to assign too much significance 
to the Qs f  values. One should note that the in-band 
Qo values increase by ~  10% when this model of the 
sidefeeding is used.

With the exception of 194Hg band 1, the in-band 
Qo values arc very similar from band to band. The 
measured value for band 1 in 194Hg is larger than 
that reported by Hughes et al [6], while the value 
obtained for band 2 is similar to that measured pre
viously. A detailed lineshape analysis is in progress 
for all of the SD bands reported here. Preliminary 
results for the yrast SD bands in 192,194Hg indicate 
that the difference in average Q0 values is somewhat 
smaller, 17.6 ±  1.8 eb versus 18.4 dc 1.1 eb for ,92Hg 
and 194Hg, respectively. The lineshape fits also indic
ate that the Qo values are essentially constant over 
the range of transition energies measured.

T(/ -+ 1—2) = 1.22E*Q5 <IK2Q\{I-2)K>*
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Energy (keV)

FIG. 1. Fits to the fraction of the full D oppler shift for 
band 1 in 192Hg using both models described in  the text. 
The dotted horizontal lines represent the spread in recoil 
velocities due to the slowing down o f the beam  through 
the target.

TABLE I. Summary of centroid sh ift analysis results 
for SD bands in 18a,194Hg. The last colum n for each 
model lists the total and reduced b est-lit x 3 values.

Model I 
Band Qo (cb) Tifilay (fs) xVxi

192Hg (1) 16.2 ± 0 .1 8.85/0.68

194 Hg (1) 17.3 ± 0 .2 8.11/0.62

194 Hg (2) 17 2+®'^ —0.3
24+13

—19 4.t /0.44

194 Hg (3) 16 3+0-3 
^ - O .l

1+18
X- 1 7.13/0.71

Model II 
Band Qo(eb) Qs f  (eb) Tdelay (fs) xVxl

1MHg (1) 17.7 ±  1.0 10.9 ±  1.0 6 ± 6 2.59/0.22

194 Hg (1) 19 2+®'^ -0 .8 10- ° -0 A 39 ±  6 4.01/0.33

194 Hg (2) 17.6 ±  0.6 11.6 ±  1.2 2 8 ± ! 3.03/0.28

184 Hg (3) 17.7 ±  0.8 10.8 ±  0.8 3-5± 3 5 2.95/0.33

The most interesting result obtained from this 
analysis is that the Qo values for the identical SD 
bands, 19aHg (1) - 1MHg (3), are equal to each other. 
77)is result is independent of the sidefeeding assump
tions used in the analysis. While the experimental 
errors are too large to determine whether the deform
ation in 194Hg (3) is slightly smaller to compensate 
for the increase in mass with respect to 192Hg, it u> 
clear that there can be no large differences in de
formation. As will be shown below, similar results 
uave been obtained from differential DSAM meas
urements in the A~150 region. For SD bands in 
151 Dy [7] and 149Gd [8], which are identical to the 
yrast SD band in 182Dy, the intrinsic quadrupole mo
ments were all found to have the same value.

II I .  MEASUREMENTS IN  THE A=150 
REGION

A. Experimental conditions

The differential lifetime measurements in the 
A=150 region were performed at a time when 56 
Compton-suppressed Ge detectors were present in 
Gammasphere. A 175 MeV ^S beam was provided 
by the 88 Inch cyclotron at LBNL on a target 
which consisted of a 1 mg/cm2 122Sn layer evap
orated on a 20 mg/cm2 Au backing. In this experi
ment, 151Dy nuclei were produced via the dominant 
(^S.Sn) fusion-evaporation reaction while the 1S2Dy 
and lslTb nuclei resulted from the weaker (^S^n) 
and (MS,p4n) channels, respectively. A total of
1.5 x 109 triple and higher fold coincidence events 
were recorded.

The fractional Doppler shifts F(t) were obtained 
for transitions in four SD bands in 151Dy, as well 
as for 7 rays in the yrast SD bands in 153Dy and 
151Tb. The F(r) values were extracted from the 
data, as described earlier, under the assumption that 
F(r) = 1.0 corresponds to the v/c of nuclei formed 
at the center of the target. For the present experi
ment, a calculation of the mid-target recoil velocity 
gives /?o =  0.0227. If one assumes isotropic evapor
ation of particles in the rest frame of the recoiling 
compound nuclei, all residues should have the same 
value for /?o- Furthermore, the velocity profiles for 
the 151,152Dy nuclei should be the same over the full 
stopping range, while that for 151Tb may be some
what different due to electronic stopping power dif
ferences resulting from the different Z value. The 
experimental F(r) points are presented in Fig. 2. 
With the exception of 152Dy, all data points approach 
F(r) = 1.0 at the highest 7-ray energies.
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FIG. 2. Fits to the fraction of the full Doppler shift for SD bands i r  the A=150 region. The dotted horizontal lines 

represent the spread in recoil velocities due to the slowing down of the beam  through the target.

TABLE II. Comparison of the results from this experiment and from the measurement of ref. [8] with recent 
theoretical calculations described in the text. The quoted errors do not include stopping power uncertainties. Most 
of the calculated values are taken at a  spin value of 40 ft.

Nucleus Q ? P (eb) QoMO Q " s
nRM FWo Qokp q  5XM. Qo°°

,SIDy 17.5 ±  0.2s
17 5 u ' a -0 .2

18.9 18.9 18.9 18.5 18.5 17.6

151Dy 16.9 t o i 18.0 18.0 18.1 17.9 18.0 16.6

isi Tb 16.8 t°Q76 18.1 18.0 18.1 17.5 17.5 17.0

U9Gd 15.0 ±  0.2* 16.5 16.2 16.0 16.1 16.2 15.6

M8Gd 14.6 ±  0.3* 16.0 15.6 15.7 15.5 15.8 15.2

‘ from Savajols et al. [8].



The extraction of intrinsic quadrupole moments 
Qo for the various SD bands proceeded in the same 
mannr r as described above for the A=190 region. 
The stopping powers for the various residual nuclei 
were all calculated using TRIM [5]. The best fit cal
culated F(r) curves are presented in Fig. 2.

In the fit of the F( r )  values a x2 minimization was 
performed. For the SD bands in 151Dy and 15lTb, 
the sidefeeding delay was well described in terms of 
the parameters Qo and Qsj? only, (i.e., very good 
agreement with the data was obtained with Tsf  =
0). However, in the case of 152Dy, an additional delay 
of T sf —25 fs was required to fit the data.

We have examined the possibility that this differ
ence in feeding delay might be an artifact of the anâ  
lysis. We note that these data points were obtained 
in exactly the same way as those in I51Dy and ,slTb. 
Since all the recoils are formed in the same reaction, 
it is difficult to see how a change in the condition 
of the target would produce such a difference. We 
have also investigated the possible difference in the 
4n and 5n production cross sections across the target 
thickness. The combination of measured excitation 
functions [9] and statistical model calculations [10] 
indicate that this difference is too small to explain 
the observed deviations. The origin of this sidefeed
ing delay remains an open question which will be 
the subject of further investigation. It is important 
to note that the value of Qo obtained in the fitting 
process is most strongly determined by those data 
point having F(r) < 0.9, where there is little or no 
sidefeeding. Finally, we note that the value of Qo for 
152Dy obtained here is in excellent agreement with 
that of Savajols et al. [8] (see Table 2).

The results of the present analysis show that the 
quadrupole moment of the “identical” SD band in 
151 Dy has the same value of the yrast SD band of 
152Dy. Furthermore, as shown in Tab. 2, our results 
combined with those of Savajols et al. [8] nicely illus
trate the effect of the occupation of specific high-N 
intruder orbitals on the SD quadrupole moments.

Under the usual ass'imption that the yrast SD 
band in 152Dy corresponds to a closed core con
figuration containing four N= 6  protons and two 
N=7 neutrons (n & v l2), the yrast SD bands can 
be described as single neutron-hole (?r64i'71) and 
single proton-hole (7r63f'72) configurations, respect
ively. These high-N intruder orbitalr axe strongly 
deformation driving and can be expected to have a 
large influence on the SD Qo values, as is seen in

B. Analysis and results the data: the Qo value in 152Dy is larger than for 
the yrast SD bands in 151Dy and 151Tb. The data 
also suggest that the influence of proton and neutron 
intruder orbitals on the Qo values is similar.

The polarization effects resulting from the occu
pancy of specific intruder orbitals have recently bceri 
calculated in a variety of theoretical approaches, a 
number of which are compared in Table 2. The 
results of Nilsson-Strutinsky cranking of the modi
fied oscillator potential with the parameters of ref.
[11] are presented as Q^ 0  in Table 2, the results 
for the Gd isotopes and 152Dy were published pre
viously [8]. Results of cranked Strutinsky calcula
tions with a Woods-Saxon potential [12] are gi/en as 
QoV5. The symbol refers to calculations using
the cranked relativistic mean field approach [13]. Fi
nally, the symbols Q ikP, Q$KM*> and Q o^ refer to 
the Hartree-Fock calculations with SkP and SKM* 
interactions of Satula et al. [14], and with density- 
dependent zero-range pairing interaction of Bonche 
et al. [15]. Clearly, all of these calculations reproduce 
the relative changes in Qo very well. It should be 
mentioned that the ~  10% discrepancies between the 
experimental values and some of the calculations is 
not considered serious since they are well within the 
absolute uncertainties due to stopping powers and 
the r0 parameter, for example.

The present measurements also probe the possible 
dependence of the Qo values on the specific config- 
uratirns occupied in the 151 Dy SD well. The excited 
SD bands in 16lDy are interpreted as excitations in 
which the the hole (with respect to 182Dy) can oc
cupy some of the natural parity orbitals in the vicin
ity of the Fermi surface. In contrast with the yrast 
SD baud in 151 Dy, the intruder content of these ex
cited bands is then the same as in 152Dy band 1

TABLE III. Calculated Qo values for three orbitals 
which may be involved in the configurations of the excited 
SD bands in 151 Dy. Most of the calculated values are 
taken a t a spin value of 40 ft. The intruder configuration 
for band 1 is given for comparison.

Configuration QaU° q  RMF QofcP q  SKM.

I/71 18.0 18.1 17.9 18.0

[651]l/2 18.3 - 18.1 -

[642]5/2 18.4 18.7 18.3 18.3

[411]l/2 19.0 - 18.7 18.7
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(jr64i/72) and single-particle Routhians indicate that 
the neutron holes will most likely be created in the 
[651)1/2, [642]5/2, or [411]l/2 orbitals [12,16]. Prom 
Fig. 1 it is dear that bands 2-4 in 151Dy are char
acterized by Qo values which are larger than that of 
band 1, as would be expected for bands having an 
additional t/7 intruder occupied. More surprising is 
the observation that the Qo values for band 2 and, 
perhaps for band 3, may even be larger than that for 
152Dy SD band 1. In order to investigate this point 
the Nilsson-Strutinsky calculations described above 
were extended to some of the proposed orbitals. The 
results of the calculations are given in Table 3, to
gether with values obtained from other approaches 
where available.

The “identical” band (band 4) of 151Dy was as
signed [17] to the [411] 1/2 orbital as the transition 
energies in this band lie half-way between those of 
band 1 in 152Dy as predicted by Nazarewicz et al. 
[18]. Using the strong coupling picture, these au
thors showed that, within the pseudospin coupling 
scheme, the [411] 1/2 orbital is associated with a de
coupling parameter a having the exact value a =  — 1 
(required to obtain transition energies at the half
way point). As shown in Table 3, the Qo value cal
culated for the [411] 1/2 configuration is almost ex
actly equal to the value calculated for 152Dy band 
1 (as are the measured values), whereas the values 
calculated for the [642]5/2 and [651]l/2 orbitals are 
eloser to that of 151Dy band 1. The data seem to far 
vor the scenario proposed by Ragnarsson [16], which 
assigns both bands 2 and 4 to the [411]l/2 orbital, 
although the measured Qo value for band 2 appears 
somewhat larger than expected from the calculations. 
Finally, the calculations of ref. [16] assign band 3 to 
the [642]5/2 configuration. However, the fact that 
the measured Qo value for this band is closer to that 
of 152Dy band 1 than that of 161Dy band 1 stands 
in contrast to the calculations. Further theoretical 
investigations may be required to account for these 
Lands properly.

IV. SUMMARY

Lifetime measurements for identical SD bands in 
i6i,i52]Dy and 102,194Hg have demonstrated that an
other observable, the intrinsic quadrupole moment, 
associated with these bands is the same. The results 
in the A=190 region have also shown that the Qo val
ues obtained from centroid shift analyses are very 
sensitive to the treatment of sidefeeding. It is en
couraging to note that these types of measurements 
are no longer limited by the statistical accuracy of

the measurement but rather by the fundamental as
sumptions made in the analysis of the data.

The measurements in the A=150 region combined 
with those of Savajols et al. [8] dramatically illus
trate the strong influence that the occupation of spe
cific high-N intruder orbitals have on the Qo val
ues. In addition, the present investigation indicates 
that in certain cases, the occupation of ether, non
intruder orbitals can also affect the Qo values. It 
should be pointed out that while a clear picture ap
pears to emerge for the A=150 region, the situation 
remains less clear for SD nuclei of the A~190 region. 
It is hoped that the results of detailed lifetime meas
urements in the A=190 region will stimulate detailed 
calculations of these quantities, similar to those now 
available for SD nuclei in the A=150 region.
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Abstract: The lifetimes of three low-lying states in the superdeformed (SD) yrast band of 
IMHg were measured by the recoil-disLance Doppler-shift method. The deduced transition 
quadrupole moments,Qt .equal those extracted from a DSAM measurement for the high- 
lying states of the band corroborate the assumption that the decay out of SD bands does 
not strongly affect the structure of the corresponding states. By a simple mixing-model the 
decay can be described assuming a very small admixture of normal-deformed (ND) states 
to the decaying SD states. The deduced ND mixing amplitudes for the yrast SD bands in r
i92,i9<Hg mpt, are presented along with average transition quadrupole moments for 
the lower parts of the excited SD bands.

I . IN T R O D U C T IO N

The study of the decay mechanism leading to the abrupt depopulation of superdeformed 

(SD) bands in the A « 190  mass region at low spins is one of the most exciting topics in 
present nuclear-structure physics. Recently, discrete 7 -transitions connecting SD bands with 
the normaldeformed (ND) part of the level scheme were observed first in 104Hg [1] and later 
in 194Pb [2]. It was therefore possible to extract the spins, likely parities and particularly the 

exact excitation energies of the SD states which thus become favorite candidates for further 
detailed investigations.

In this work, we report on a RDDS measurement of the lifetimes of low-lying states in 

the SD bands in 194Hg. We succeeded to determine the lifetimes of the 12+, 14+ and 16+ 

states of the SD yrast band. Using branching ratios for the decay out of the SD band from a 
experiment [3] with high statistics, transition quadrupole moments, Qt were deduced directly 

from the measured lifetimes. The comparison of these Qt-vaJues with those extracted from 
a DSAM measurement [4] for the transitions in the upper part of the band shows that 

the deformation remains constant down to the bottom of the band and is not appreciably 

disturbed by the decay out of the band. In addition average transition quadrupole moments 

for the lower parts of SD bands 2 and 3 were determined.

I I .  E X P E R IM E N T  A N D  A N A L Y S IS

Superdeformed states of 194Hg were populated by the reaction 150Nd('18Ca,4n)194Hg using 

a beam energy of 209 MeV. The beam was supplied by the XTU tandem accelerator at the 
Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro, Italy. The sputter sample used in the ion source contained 

hydrated 48Ca and was supplied by the Cologne group. The plunger t?cget consisted of
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TABLE I. Lifetimes, reduced transition probabilities and transition quadrupole moments for low-lying states in 
SD-band 1 in 194 Hg ________________________________________________

Ei
[keVj

If

[«]

E ,
[keV]

1/
M

r

[ps]

B {E 2 )

[lOHV.u.]
Qt
[eb]

6883.1
7179.7
7517.3

12+
14+
16+

254.6
296.6
337.6

10+
12+
14+

2.73 (±0.96) 
3.26 (±0.57) 
1.47 (±0.42)

2-1 ( t i i )  

1-5 (1S3)
i.8  i±i. 5)

20.3 d£®;,
16-8 (111)
18.3 ( i* •«)

a 1 mg/cm2 150Nd layer evaporated onto a 1.6 mg/cm2 thick tantalum foil. The recoiling 
nuclei with a mean velocity of 2.13 (1) % c were stopped in a 11.6 mg/cm2 gold foil. Target 

and stopper were mounted in the Cologne plunger apparatus [6 ] surrounded by the 40 large- 

volume Compton-suppressed Ce detectors of the G A SP array [7] in its configuration II. In 
this configuration the 80 element BGO ball is replaced by a compact lead collimator which 

makes it possible to move the detectors closer to the center of the array. This leads to an 
increase in efficiency by approximately a factor of two. In total 795 • 10s unfolded triple 
events were recorded at seven target-to-stopper distances ranging from 10 to 83 /im.

The lifetimes of three low-lying states within SD band 1 were determined using the dif
ferential decay-curve method (DDCM) [8,9], The 40 Ge detectors of the GASP array can 
be grouped into 7 rings whereby the detectors belonging to one ring have approximately the 
same azimuth angle. For each distance and each detector ring double-gated spectra with 
gates set on the shifted components of higher-lying SD transitions were produced. Then, 
the spectra taken at azimuth angles 145°, 120° and 60° were modified in such a way that the 
Doppler-shifted peaks came to the same position as those in the spectra taken at 35°while 
the position of the stop peaks remained unchanged. In this way, it was possible to sum 
up the complete statistics for each distance in one single spectrum which was then used to 
determine the shifted and unshifted intensities of the transitions of interest for each distance. 
Examples of the spectra are given in fig. 1 .

The resulting lifetimes as well as the corresponding transition probabilities and transition 
quadrupole moments of the 12+, 14+ and 16+ state are given in table I. In our calculations 
we adopted the spin assumptions from ref. [1] and relative intensities from ref. [3]. The 
transition quadrupole moments almost equal those extracted from DSAM data [4] and thus 
confirm that the dominant SD configuration of the* ‘ md remains constant down to the region 
of its decay. This holds also for 192Hg and 194Pb »-.iere the lifetimes of low-lying SD states 

were measured. In fig. 2, the transition quadrupole moments of yrast SD bands for the three 
nuclei are presented.

Due to insufficient statistics only average transition quadrupole moments could be deter
mined for the lower parts of the excited SD bands 2 and 3 applying the following approach.

For each band we cheated background-subtracted, double-gated spectra with gates set on 

the shifted components of the corresponding higher-lying SD transitions. Again, we modified 
the spectra in such way that all shifted peaks came to the same position as those in the 
spectra taken under 35°. We then summed up all (modified) spectra to obtain one spectrum 
for each band containing the complete statistics. Within these spectra, we determined 

the areas of the Doppler shifted and unshifted peaks of four low-lying transitions for each 
excited band. Assuming a constant tran 'tion quadrupole moment for the lower part of each
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band we calculated shifted and unshifted components of the transitions of interest for the 

corresponding target-to-stopper distances. These values - normalized to the total number of 
corresponding reaction events - were summed over all distances. Finally, the experimental 

values were fitted applying a least-x2 algorithm to determine the transition quadrupole 

moments of SD bands 2 and 3.

This procedure yielded average <Qt-values of 16.5 (31) eb and 15.1 (36) eb for SD band 2 

and 3, respectively. A systematic error of 15% is our estimate of the uncertainties arising 

from this rather complicated procedure.

I I I .  DISCUSSION

In order to describe the decay out of SD bands we followed the approach proposed by 

Kriicken et al. [10], based on a simple level-mixing model, originally proposed by Vigezzi, 

Broglia and D0 ssing [1 1 ]. This model has previously been used to describe the situation in 

152Dy, 192Hg and 194Pb [12-16].
We calculated the partial decay probabilities for an intraband transition A,-ntra and for the
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decay out of the band X^t which add up to the total transition probability A =  1/r , using 

the relationship:

• W  n  =  - • ( ! -  (1 )
T

where Nintra{I*) is the branching of the intra-band transition depopulating the (Ir) state. 

For the 12+ state we calculated a value of Af,n<ro(12+) =  0.58 (3) using intensities from ref. [3] 

and deduced a partial decay probability of Aout (12+) =  0.15 (5) ps-1  for the decay out.

The wavefunction of the real state is assumed to consist of a SD part |s )  and a ND part 
|n ), $  =  a,Is) +  an|n) with +  a2 =  1 . Postulating that electromagnetic (EM) transitions 

between pure SD and ND states are negligible and that the squared ND amplitude a* is 

small, the probability for the decay out of the band at spin I is given by

• w n = “K n  ■ ^  (2 )

where A* is the EM transition probability in the ND well. In order to determine An only 
statistical E l  transitions were considered for the decay between the ND states. Other types 

of transitions, magnetic ones and those with higher multipolarities were considered to be 
small and have been neglected. The E l  decay probability was calculated as in refs. [16,10] 

applying a statistical model.

A f 1 =  (E l ^ ^ 2  f o m (E J  E* iE y (3)

t
The Fermi-gas approximation was used to describe the level-density at the various exci

tation energies with a pairing gap of 2A n- =  1.3 MeV and a level-density parameter of a 
22.4 MeV- 1  [17]. £ei is the E l  strength fitted to neutron-resonance data from ref. [18], U 
is the excitation energy of the decaying SD state taking the pairing gap into consideration 
and Eyraat is the energy of the corresponding yrast state. We used parameters for the de
scription of the giant dipole resonance (GDR) extracted from photoneutron cross-section 
measurements on natural mercury from ref. [19] and from references therein.

This gives An =  Â 1 =  27.5 ps- 1  and considering equation (2) a ND squared mixing am

plitude an (12+) =  0.5%, (2) for the SD 1 2 + state.

In table II, we give the results of our calculations, in particular the calculat ad El transition 
probabilities Â 1 and the deduced squared ND mixing amplitudes a„. As the intensities of 
the decay out for 1F4Pb [20] and192Hg [21] are similar to the ones observed in 194Hg, we 

additionally calculated the corresponding values for these nuclei. For 194Hg and 194Pb, we 
used the exact excitation energies from refs. [1,2], whereas for 192Hg we assumed an excitation 

energy of 4.3 MeV above yrast (similar to the value in 194Hg). Note that no lifetimes have yet 
been measured for the 8 + state in 194Pb and for the 10+ states in 192Hg and 194Hg. Therefore, 

in order to estimate the ND contributions to those states we extracted the corresponding 
lifetimes assuming constancy of the quadrupole moment in each band. As previously shown 

for 194Pb and 192Hg in ref. [10] the behavior of the ND mixing amplitudes with decreasing 
spin for the three nuclei is rather striking: while a* remains almost constant for 194Pb, it 

increases for both mercury isotopes by about an order of magnitude. This can be understood 
in the framework of a simple two-level mixing-model assuming that the pure SD state |s/)  

interacts only with its nearest neighbor ND state jnj). Let xj be the energy difference and
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TABLE II. Calculated E l transition probabilities A®1 and deduced squared ND mixing amplitudes a* for low-lying 
SD states in ' 92-104 Hg and 194Pb which decay to ND states. The calculation of the partial decay probabilities Ac* 
involve the lifetime d a ta  and intensities from refs. [16,20] (10+ , 194 Pb), the weighted average of the lifetime values 
given in refs. [14,15,22] (12+ , ,92Hg) and this work (12+ , 194Hg) as well as the intensities from ref. [21,3]. In order <o 
deduce Aoui values for the 8+ sta te  in I94Pb and 10+ states in 192,191 Hg a constant quadrupole moment was assumed 
for the bands calculatcd from the weighted average of the values given in the above references and in refs. [23], [4] 
[24]- ___________________________

Nucl. I A<,ut A®1 On

[ft] [p s-1] [PS-1 ] [%]

l” Hg 12 0.026(15) 15.7 0.17(9)
102 Hg 10 0.85 15.7 5.4
194 Hg 12 0.147(52) 27.5 0.53(19)
194 Hg 10 1.2 27.9 4.39
194 Pb 10 0.012(8) 2.4 0.48(32)
104 p b 8 0.014 2.5 0.56

v] =  Kn/IV^s/ ) ! 2 the squaxed matrix element for the interaction V between SD and ND 
state. The ratio of the amplitudes of the read SD state |^ / )  =  aa(I*)  |s/) + an(^T) I ft/) is 
given by

a2 4v2
an /  x1 +  4v2 — a:)

and for a2 1

a 2 4 v 2

For small ND amplitudes a2 and constant interaction strength u2 one finds a2 oc 1/z2. 
The different behavior of a2 in the three nuclei is therefore a strong indication that the ND 

mixing amplitude depends strongly on the arbitrary distance to the nearest-neighbor state 
in the ND well. This means that the decay pattern of the SD bands in the A «190 mass 
region shows clear signs of random behavior.
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Abstract

A mean lifetime measurement using the Doppler shift attenuation method has been 
performed at GASP in order to extract, the quadrupole moment of the yrast SD band 
of 144Gd. The extracted intrinsic quadrupole moments, being Q0=13.7 eb above the 
backbending and Q0=11.8 eb below the backbending, are consistent with a change of 
deformation from 02=0.51 (at /?4 ~0.050) to /32=0.45 (at /34 ~0.035). The experimental 
results are in nice agreement with the theoretical predictions, which revealed that the 
second well in 144Gd arises essentially from the very favoured shell structure at N=80 
and Z=64. The occupation at higher frequency of the aligned N= 6  proton orbitals 
drives the nucleus to a slightly more deformed shape.

1 Introduction
It is known [1] from cranked-Strutinsky 

calculations using Woods-Saxon potential 

that some large shell gaps at very elongated 

shape exist for neutron numbers N=80, 8 6  

and/or proton numbers Z=62, 64, 6 6 . For 

example, the nuclei 144Gd and 152Dy are pre

dicted to be doubly magic at superdeformed 

shape. Following these predictions several 

SD bands have been observed experimen

tally. One of the questions arised in the 

study of SD nuclei is on the competition be

tween the shell structure and the occupa

tion of the large deformation-driving high- 

N intruder orbitals in stabilizing SD nuclear 

shapes. Recent experimental results in the 

A =130 mass region [2] show the major im

portance of the shell-gaps with respect to the 

intruder orbitals occupation.

Figure 1: Single particle routhians calculated 
al #>=0.45 (& = 0.035) for 144Gd.



We have now the opportunity to investigate this competition within the SD nucleus 

144Gd. In fact, theoretical calculations tell us that superdeformation in 144Gd is originally 

stabilized by the N = 80 neutron shell gap at fa ~  0.45 without occupying the high-N intruder 

orbitals. This is shown clearly in Fig. 1 by the single particle routhians calculated at fa—QAh 

(/?4=0.035). At low frequency, none of the high-N intruder orbitals which characterize the 

SD bands in the A =150 mass region are occupied. Only when cranking, the N= 6  proton 

intruder orbital decreases in energy sad becomes occupied at high frequency. The same 

calculations predict that at a rotational frequency Huj m 0.45 MeV the proton configuration 

is changing from 7r6 ° to 7r6 2 with a change of deformation from fa «  0.47 to ~  0.51 [3], 

This would imply a change of deformation less than 1 0 % when two particles are promoted 

on high-N intruder orbitals.
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2 Superdeformed bands in 144Gd

Very recently, five SD bands have 

been identified in 144Gd [3, 4] us

ing 100Mo(48Ti,4n) reaction. The co

incidence 7 -ray spectra of the five 
SD bands, obtained by setting dou

ble gates on clean transitions in each 
band, are shown in Fig.2. The yrast 

SD band [3] is one of the few cases 

which exhibits a backbending, con
firming the theoretical prediction [1] 

of the crossing between 7t6° and 7r62 

configurations due to the alignment 

of two 113/2 protons. The other 

four excited SD bands [4] are inter

preted as proton particle-hole exci

tation across the Z=64 gap revealing 

the high stability of the N=S0 shell 

closure at SD shapes. The relative 

intensity of the yrast SD band with 

respect to the total population of 

144Gd is reported [4] as a function of 

the beam energy in 100Mo(/‘8Ti,4n) 

reaction in Fig.3. The data show the 

well-known saturation pattern (see 

Fig. 3) in the population of the SD 

bands. The intensity of the yrast SD 

band in 144Gd, being l . ‘2% of the to

tal population, is comparable to that 

of the other yrast SD bands in the
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Figure 2: Doubly-gated coincidence spectra of five SD 
bands of 144Gd identified in 48Ti +  100Mo reaction at 
215 MeV. The. members of the SD bands are labeled 
with their energies in keV. Their relative intensities with 
respect to the total population of 144Gd are also shown.



therefore exclude a possible 

configuration-dependence in the popula

tion of the SD bands axound N=80.

On the other hand, the population 

of superdeformed (SD) bands has been 

observed to depend, in few cases, on the 

mass symmetry of the reaction entrance 

channel [5, 6 ]. In order to clarify this is

sue qualitatively, the completely symmet

ric reaction 74 Ge +  74 Ge has been recently 

used where the 318 MeV 74Ge beam was 

provided by the superconducting Linac 

post-accelerator ALPI in Legnaro. The 

intensity of the yrast SD band results to 

be 1.6% of the total population of 144Gd 

channel (open circle in Fig.3) to be com

pared with the 1 .2 % obtained with the 

48Ti beam. For comparison, the x-axis is 

scaled with the corresponding excitation 

energy of the compound nucleus. A clear 

enhancement of the SD band population 

is observed in the case of the 74Ge +  74Ge 

reaction, which demonstrates the important role played by the reaction entrance channel. In
fact, the failure of earlier attempts [7, 8 ] to populate SD bands in 144Gd through “ Si induced

reactions indicated possibly the importance of entrance channel effects in the population of 
the SD bands in 1‘*4 Gd. Other explanations can be given based on the dynamics of the 

formation of the equilibrated compound system and/or on the interplay between the fusion- 
evaporation and fusion-fission channels in the decay of the compound nucleus [9].

3 D SA M  experim ent and details

In order to measure the deformation of the nucleus in the SD states a Doppler Shift 

Attenuation Method (DSAM) experiment has been performed. High spin states in 144Gd 

were populated via the 100Mo(48Ti,4n) reaction at a beam energy of 214 MeV. The beam 

was delivered by the XTU Tandem accelerator at the National Laboratories of Legnaro. 

The target consisted of a 1 mg/cm2 lu0Mo foil evaporated on a 10 mg/cm2 gold backing 

which completely stops the recoiling nuclei. Gamma-rays were detected by the GASP array 

which consisted of 10 large volume Compton escape-suppressed HPGe detectors and 80 BGO 

detectors forming the inner ball. Events were collected only when at least 3 Ge detectors 

and 5 BGO detectors have been fired. A total of 2.13 x 109 events which after unfolding 

resulted in 3.94 x  109 triple events were collected on tape. The Ge detectors in the GASP 

array are placed symmetrically with respect to the beam direction in seven rings, as follows: 

6  at 35°, 6  at 60°, 4 at 72°, & at 90°, 4 at 108°, 6  at 120° and 6  at 145°. In the offline

8 6

Figure 3: Relative intensities with respect to the 
total population of H4Gd as a function of the ex
citation energy of compound nucleus. The errors 
of the intensity are statistics while the ones of the 
excitation energy correspond to the energy spread 
due to the thickness of the target.



analysis the high spin states o f 144G d were enhanced by proper gates on the energy sum 

and the multiplicity from the B G O  inner ball. In order to simplify the analysis, the data 

were reduced by considering only th e  energy region from 750 keV to 1625 keV where the SD 

band transitions are located. We enhanced the transitions in the SD band by double gating 

on in-band transitions and increm enting directly spectra corresponding to the seven rings of 

detectors in coincidence with all th e  detectors. In Fig.4 the spectra obtained for the most 

forward and backward rings of detectors, after background subtraction, arc shown.

The experimental fractional Doppler shift, F(r), was calculated according to the fol

lowing relation:

F (T )  °  (1 )  

where is the energy different e between the centroids of the shifted 7 -rays corresponding 

to the forward and backward angles ( 0/ orw*rd and * ~ 0forward, respectively),3?, is their mean 

value and /3=Vo/c where t>o is the m ean  initial recoil velocity. T he experimental F(r) curve is 

represented in Fig. 5, where the errors are only from the statistics of the spectra of the rings 

at forward and backward direction and the points corresponding to the 1084 keV and 1134 

kcV transition are taken only from th e  forward ring in order to avoid the strong contaminants 

in the backward ring.

The slowing down process of th e  

recoils and, accordingly, the velocity  
profile has been simulated with th e  

Monte Carlo procedure developed on  
the basis of the code of Qac^lar et al.
[10] using a number of 5000 histories 

and up to 1600 time sieps of w  1 . 0  

fs. The electronic stopping power 

was calculated according to the for

malism of Braune [12]. The calcu

lation of the theoretical F (r) value  

depends on the mean time of the d e

cay of the state (often called ’’appar

ent lifetime"), which is defined by  

the mean lifetime of the state and  

txie entire decay history above th e  

state, including the unknown side- 

feeding. The program we used is 

a modified version with respect to  

the one reported in [13] and is deal

ing with a rotational cascade, hav

ing a constant intrinsic quadrupole 

moment Qq, where each state has a 

sidefeeding provided by a rotational 

sideband with the same dynam ical 

moment of inertia 5 ^  as the SD

87

E/keV)

Figure 4: Coincidence spectra corresponding to the ring 
of detectors at 35° and 145° related to the beam direction 
respectively, double gated on the members of the yrast 
SD band in l44Gd. The shifts of the 7 -rays are positioned 
with the arrows. The lines marked with asterisk indicate 
the unshifted 7 -ray of ND states.
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band and an intrinsic quadrupole 

moment (QoW -

The calculations were performed 

under the assumption that (Q o) s f  

has the same value for all the side

bands, as it was suggested in pre

vious works [1 1 , 13] for this mass 

region. The values for Qo are ex

tracted by minimizing the x a of the 

calculated curve fit to the experi

mental points. The best fit of the 

experimental data above the back

bending (see Fig.5) was obtained for 

Qossl3.7±1.2 eb. Below the back

bending there is no sidefeeding but 

we have to consider the decay out of 

the states. For this part the data in

dicate a value of Q o=11.8 eb. Since 

the number of points below the back

bending is low it was not possible to 

make a fit of the data and, conse

quently, it was difficult to evaluate 

the error for this value. We esti

mated the limits of Qo ».o be « ± 1 .5  

eb as suggested by the error bars for 

the F(r) experimental points. We 
have to notice at this point that the 
results are subjected to 10-15% of er

rors due to the uncertainties on the 

stopping power. However, this does 
not affect the relative deformation below and above the backbending. T h e corresponding 

axial deformation was calculated using the exact expansion of liquid, drop model expression 

for Qo in terms of the fa  and J34 and under the assumption that /3.j=0 .5 /32-0 . 1 9  for 0.45 < fa <
0.60 [1]. We obtained that the deformation of the nucleus is changing from /?2=0.45±0.05 to 

/?2=0.51±0.04, which agrees with what is expected theoretically when tw o protons occupy 

N= 6  intruder orbitals [3].

Energy (keV)

Figure 5: Experimental fractional Doppler shift ex
tracted from the spectra corresponding to the most for
ward and backward rings of detectors. The solid line 
indicated with the Q0 values gives the best description 
of the data under the assumption th&t the sidefeeding 
has the same time structure as the in-band feeding. The 
inset shows the x7 minimization for the part above the 
crossing.

4 Conclusions

We have measured the deformation along the yrast SD band of 144Gd by means of the  

DSAM technique and obtained for the quadrupole deformation /?2= 0 . 4 5  and /?2=0.51 below 

and above the backbending, respectively. This results is nicely confirming the theoretical 

prediction that the change of configuration from 7r6° to 7r62 induces a  change of deformation 

of about 10%. The major contribution to the deformation in the second minimum of 1‘,4Gd is 

due therefore to the very favoured sheL1 structure at N=80 and Z=64, w ithout involving the



occupation of the high N intruder orbitals which are not present in the SD band configuration 

below the backbcnding.
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Superdeformation in the Mass A~80 Region

Cyrus Baktash

Physics Division, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, TN 37831-63/1

A  new island o f superdcfonned nuclei with major-to-minor axis ratio o f 2:1 has 
recently been discovered in the A~80 medium-mass region, confirming the 
predictions for the existence of a large SD gap at particle number N,Z~44. The 
general properties o f more than 2 0  bands observed so far will be reviewed here, 
and compared with those of the superdeformed bands in the heavier nuclei.

1 . Introduction

Superdeformation was first discovered in the actinide fission isomers [1], and was 
explained as resulting from a secondary minimum al superdeformed (SD) shapes [2]. In 
the actinide region, the sum o f the macroscopic liquid drop term, and the microscopic 
shell correction to the total energy gives rise to a second minimum at SD even at veiy low 
spins. However, with the weakening of the Coulomb force in lighter systems, SD minima 
are stabilized only at high spins and for certain nuclei close to SD magic numbers. Studies 
of these high-spin SD structures, and especially their mass dependence, provide an 
important insight into the competition between the microscopic and macroscopic effects, the 
role of the odd-time tc.ms in the Hamiltonian, as well as certain aspects of the effective 
interactions such as the spin-orbit force.

The first high-spin SD band was observed in 152Dy in 1986 [3], and was followed in 

1989 by discovery of another island of superdeformation around 192Hg [4], These 
findings were in excellent agreement with the results of the earlier calculations which had 
predicted the existence o f superdeformed magic particle numbers N,Z - 4 4 ,6 4 ,8 6 , and 116 
[5,6]. Encouraged by these experimental successes, numerous searches were undertaken 
to verify the existence of the predicted superdeformed shell gaps near particle number 44. 
However, largely due to experimental difficulties, these efforts were not successful until 
recently. Among the problems specific to this mass region which hinder the observation of 
these weakly populated bands are the following:

(i) Due to the A ' 5/3 scaling, the gamma rays associated with the medium-mass nuclei 
(and particularly those in the SD bands) have high energies and, thus, poor detection 
efficiency;
(ii) Reactions used to populate the high-spin states result in large velocities and angular 
spread o f the recoiling nuclei which cause excessive Doppler broadening and poor 
energy resolution;
(iii) Because of the low Coulomb barrier and high excitation energy needed to populate 
the high-spin states, light charged-particle emission fragments the yields of the fusion- 
evaporation products into a large number (typically 2 0  or more) of exit channels.

Therefore, the y  rays from a variety of reaction products can easily mask and interfere 
with those from the SD bands which are usually populated with less than 0.1%  of the 
total cross section.

The first o f these difficulties may be alleviated by the use of large Ge detectors, while the 
second problem may be overcome in part by segmenting the Ge crystals. Therefore, the 
observation o f the first SD in 83Sr [7] had to await the advent of arrays o f large Ge detectors 
such as Eurogam-I. Another breakthrough, which made the systematic studies of SD bands 
in the mass A -80 region possible, was to combine the charged-particle detector array
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Microball [8 ] with the Gammasphcrc array. Full detection of the evaporated proton and a  
particles and their energies helps in two ways. First, it serves to select and identify the exit 
channels of interest which are usually produced weakly at the beam energies optimal for the 
population of SD bands. Second, it allows the reconstruction of the recoil momenta which 
results in considerable improvements in the Doppler correction and, hence, gamma-ray

energy resolution. This is best illustrated in Fig. 1, which compares gated y-ray spectra fc?

the yrast SD band in 83Sr from two experiments. Panel (a) is the sum o f several singles 
gates on the transitions in the band from the Eurogam-I experiment which produced the first 
example o f superdeformation in this region [7]. Figure 1(b) was obtained by summing 
several double-gated spectra from a Gammsphere+Microball experiment which selected the 

83Sr channel by requiring that all of the four emitted protons be present in the data stream 
19]. It shows a significant improvement in both the peak-to-baclcground ratio (a factor of 
~8 ) and the energy resolution of the gamma rays. Furthermore, the clean channel selection 
afforded by the Microball allowed detailed characterization of the band properties, including 
a better assignment of the spins and the point it intersects the normally-deformed (ND) yrast 
band [9].

2500 i-------------r
Single gated

Fig. 1. Comparison of the gated spectra of the SD band in 83Sr obtained in two 
experiments f7,9] (See text for explanation).
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As a result of these advancements, more than 20  SD bands in ten medium-mass nuclei 
have been found in the past two years. They include multiple bands in 80.8i.&2Sr 
[10,11,12], “ -MY 113], 83Zr [14], 8’ Nb [15], as well as the yrast SD bands in MSr 
[7,9], 82Y [16], and MZr [17]. In this paper, we review the general properties of these 
bands and compare their characteristics with those of the SD bands in the heavier mass 
re-signs.

2. Experimental observables and thefr systematlcs

Some of the general properties of SD bands that may be experimentally studied to test 
various theoretical models are: the J(2) moments of inertia and their variations with 
rotational frequency, transition quadrupole moments (Qt), measurements of the g-factors 
either directly or indirectly from the B(M1)/B(E2) ratios, and identification of the excited 
bands and their relative spins and excitation energies with respect to the yrast SD band. To 
varying degrees, all these observables are sensitive to, and help identify the single-particle 
configurations of the SD bands. Other observables which are also relevant to this question 
are the relative alignments of different SD bands, either in the same nucleus or in

neighboring isotopes and isotones. This quantity may be simply deduced from the y-ray

energies and determines the fractional change in the J  C2) of the pair of bands as discussed 
in Ref. [18].

The feeding pattern of the SD bands and their variations (if any) with reaction may shed 
some light on the fusion-cvaporation reaction mechanism, and factors which limit both 
population and retention of the high partial waves in compound nuclei. The decay pattern 
is related to the quantum-mechanical tunneling through the barrier which separates the SD 
and ND states, and depends on such factors as the barrier height, level density, and pairing 
interaction.

2.1 Population and Decay: The first SD in this mass region was observed [7] 
using the Eurogam-I array and the 5 6Fe(3 0 Si, 2/w)33Sr reaction at a beam energy of 128 
MeV. This and similar reactions, which form compound nuclei at - 7 0  MeV excitation 
energy and >50h angular momentum, have been found to be optimal for the population of 

SD bands in the 4 p, 3p, 2pn, and in particular the a 2 p and a pn exit channels. Our 
studies indicate that emission of alpha particles, which originate from the highest angular 
momentum states in these compound nuclei, is very effective in populating the high-spin 
states [19] and SD bands in medium-mass nuclei. It should be noted that since such a 
relatively high excitation energy corresponds to the maximum production of the four- 
particle emission channels, the above three-particle channels arc populated with only 
modest cross sections.

Similar to the SD bands in heavier nuclei, these bands are fed over a range of several 
transitions and generally reach a saturation intensity of <2% of the total. The exceptions 

are the yrast bands in 83Zr [14] and S4Zr [17], which are populated with intensities of 
more than 5%  and 4% , respectively. Both of these values are about a factor of 2  larger 
than the intensities of the yrast SD bands in their Y isotones that were populated via the 3p 
channel in the same reactions. In the case of 84Zr, significant differences were observed in 
the feeding saturation point when the band was populated by two different reactions,

namely 2pn and a lp  [17]. This is the only known example of this effect and points to an 
important new factor that influences the population of SD bands. Also, the common 
assumption that the half-intensity point (i.e., the level which receives 50%  of the total 
intensity of the band) coincides with the point where SD bands become yrast is called into 
question due to the fact that this point was observed to vaiy with reaction.

The decay of these bands is sudden and is completed within a narrow range of one to 
three transitions. As is the case in the heavier nuclei, these SD bands decay statistically to




